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GEORGETOWN

UNIVERSITY, WASHINGTON,

Bookstore
Probe

D.C.

Friday, December 4, 1981

~ AM Carrier Plans Broadcast;

$60,000 Tentatively Approved

Concluded
by Patricia Gaughan

store.

Miller and his staff spoke with all
Department Chairmen as well as Ursula Osterberg and Edward Runser of
the Bookstore, in an attempt to remedy the problems that surfaced this
fall, mainly over book orders. The
tangible solutions have been a change
in the ordering forms filled out by
professors, making them more de- tailed; and a request that if the Bookstore has any questions regarding an
order they confer with the appropriate professor or department head instead of answering the question themselves, as had been the practice this
fall,
:
It had been the policy in the past
to order fewer books than requested
if the Bookstore management felt the
particular books would not sell out,
were too expensive, or could not be
shipped back if unsold. This practice
will be changed; no matter how many
books a professor requests, the bookstore will order them or inform the
professor of potential problems. The
professor will then decide whether to
reduce an order.
;

Used

books

will only

be sold if

they are clean and unmarked. This
semester, in an effort to keep prices
down, the Bookstore ordered used
books in larger quanitities than in
previous years, but this led to complaints from students and staff. Professors will now be able to state
whether they want used books ordered for their classes.
A telex machine is now in use in
the ‘store so that books may He ordered directly, efficiently and quickly. The use of the machine will help
in avoiding late arrivals of booksalong
with a system of checks and followups.
|

Miller emphasized that the Book-

store’s policy as mandated from President Healy’s office simply is to break
even. The operation receives no mon-

ey from the University. Any surplus
the Bookstore achieves from its sale
of sundry items is put to, lowering
the cost of books to the student. Accontinued on page 2

Georgetown will be getting an AM
carrier radio station on campus probably as early as the second week of
March, according to radio club presi-

dent Andi Masucci. The station will
be established with a $60,000 interdepartmental University loan which
the SAC tentatively guaranteed Tuesday night.
The loan commits the SAC to
guarantee annual repayments, possi-

Admiral Dan Murphy, Chief of Staff to Vice President George Bush, spoke
to MSFS and SFS students Wednesday evening about Crisis Management. Murphy, citing the Reagan assasination attempt and the recent
Libyan jet incident explained how these crises were handled at the

executive level of the U.S. government.

HOYA

Staff Writer

!

Mary Jordan, HOYA
‘foreign
correspondent,” is spending her
junior year. abroad at Trinity College in Dublin, Ireland. She reports
on

her

visit

to strife-torn

Belfast,

Northern Ireland, as that city pre-'
pares for the Christmas season.
It could be almost any city.
Classic government buildings,
block-long department stores, and
bread box-sized bakery shops line
the city center streets. Young
mothers hurrily push their young
children in prams while older people, their hurry over, browse in
shops and retreat into their local
coffee shop or pub.
1 didn’t meet all of the city’s
360,000 people, but everyone 1
did meet was helpful and friendly.
If 1 needed directions, they drew
me a map. If I needed an aspirin,
they showered me with cold tablets, honey (in hot whiskey) and
kleenex.
It could have been almost any
city, any friendly city, that is. But
it. wasn’t.
It was Belfast, the
“Troubled” town.
Last night, at the end of one of
the IRA’s most active weeks, Rev.
Robert Bradford, a British Member of Parliament, was killed by
six bullets as he addressed his
Northern
Ireland
constituents.
Within hours an 18-year-old Catholic youth, Thomas McNulty, was
added to the “Troubleds” death
toll.
Backlash follows backlash with
no end in sight.
Each new bombing and killing
tightens the noose around Belfast’s
neck, around the neck of a city
that seems to be crying out to be
like any other.
Following this year’s hunger
strike, and amid the on-going London bomb attacks and border kil-

for up to

could

The loan will pay for all costs of
establishing the station, including the
renovation of a room in Copley basement
into
a professional
studio.
(The room was previously used for
production of the HOYA.)
Masucci
asserted
that
she
is
“hoping advertising revenue will cover the annual cost” of repaying the
loan, but admitted that fully meeting
the loan costs is a long-term goal.
Masucci pointed out that she expects
advertising revenues will meet the entire cost of annual operational expenses, which could be as much as

the second

25 years. The final terms of the loan
.. have not yet been determined, ac- "$10,000 a year. Bart Edes, Director
cording to SAC student commission- y» of Public Relations for the station,
explained that revenues from one
er Byron Graham, but “the SAC will
minute ad spots could generate as
be consulted...before final approval
much as $27,000 per year and said
that all revenue in excess of expenses
would be applied to repaying the
loan.
that it is not unusual for a private

Health Insurance Charges Debated
by James Marshall Lindley
HOYA

Staff Writer

The adequacy of GU students’
health
insurance
protection
and
whether to charge students to improve it will be the subject ‘of a public hearing next Thursday to be held
by
the
Student
Health
Advisory
Committee.
Currently students may subscribe
to a Blue Cross health insurance
plan offered through the University
if they are not covered under their
parents’ plan or their own coverage.
According to Director of Student
Health Dr. John Esswein, however,
the University is concerned about
older undergraduate
and graduate
students who are not covered by
their parents’ health policies, and
who may not even be aware of this.
Another problem facing the Student Health Advisory Committee is
‘that of rate increases in the optional
Blue Cross policy now offered. The
price of the student health insurance
went up from $126 in 1980-81 to
$289 for the 1981-82 year. According to Mike Bento, one of two undergraduates joining graduates, medical personnel, and University administrators on the Committee, Blue
Cross hopes to increase its pool of
GU insurance subscribers and thereby hold the cost of the policy at
$289.
In order to encourage
non-insured
students
to subscribe to a

Christmas in Belfast:
A City Looks for Hope
by Mary Jordan

\

bly in excess of $10,000,

of the loan.”

won’t be many little girls and boys
there

will

be

to

attend

this

University,”

sidered

the

idea

of mandatory

in-

surance for all students, according
to Esswein.
He readily admitted,
however, that “mandatory insurance
could
be
an
additional
financial
burden on Georgetown students.”
Both
Esswein
and:
Bento
explained that the concern over students’ coverage arises out of the fact

no

shortage of people looking for that
glimpse of hope.

hospital

inpatient

to charge

$300

treatment.

The revenue figure, however, assumes that all ad space is filled, he
said. According to figures Edes has
compiled, local carrier stations at
Catholic
University
and
George
Washington
do
not
receive
such
large advertising revenues; GW receives only $5,000 per year. Local
stations’ expenses are covered by
their schools, he explained, which
' eliminates incentive for an agressive
advertising campaign.
The SAC ‘instructed Masucci and
Edes to investigate the potential demand for advertising among local
merchants and send a report to the
SAC by the end of February. Graham
added
that
the
“SAC
will

per day for

Esswein

stated

that to undergo elective surgery at
Georgetown University Hospital and
other private hospitals in D.C., one
must have insurance or put up ‘a
substantial deposit, from $2000 to
$5000,”
before the hospital will
admit you. By law, a hospital cannot
refuse emergency

treatment to a non-

insured person.
Bento

‘stressed

that

many

GU

students believe they will get some
kind of preferential treatment should
they require care at GU Hospital,
but this is not the case. In the
course of his talk at the November
22
Student
Senate
meeting,
he
noted that (Senate President) “Pully had an awful lot of concerns,
most
of them
pretty
legitimate,
which ought to be addressed through
me and this Committee. Students
have tremendous input into Student
Health,” he said, adding that the Advisory Committee was not formed on
a directive from the administration
but because of
Student
Health's
concerns,

monitor

ager

station)

to

oversee

:

A check for $2,464.20 was presented Wednesday
to Georgetown
Oxfam Fast coordinators Shelly Newman and Dorothy Thomas by John
Dilley, District Manager for Dining
Services and Jim Breiner, Director of
Board

Operations.

The

money

repre-

sents the cost of Marriott meals given
up by the 1,663 students who participated in the day-long fast which
took place on November 19.
Additionally,
about
$1,000.00
was collected from other sources, including
$150.00
from
the Jesuit
Community, and $100.00 from the
Center Cafe, and from donation cans
placed at various locations.
The money will go to the Eighth
Annual Oxfam
Fast for A World
Harvest. Oxfam is an independent,
non-profit private international organization that funds food-related
development projects of local origin.
The fast is a consciousness-raising
event as well as a fundraiser. It takes

place annually during the week be~ fore Thanksgiving. Georgetown’s participation in Oxfam has for the past
several years been coordinated by ad
hoc groups of students under the
sponsorship of the Campus Ministry
and Student Affairs offices, although
this year’s coordinators hope to establish a more permanent .organization, so that, according to Newman,
“the spirit of Oxfam will live on
throughout the year.”
Oxfam takes the position that the
best way to boost development of
food
producing
resources
in the
Third World is to ‘help people help
themselves,” rather than to “throw”
food at areas that periodically incur
food shortages, as is the common
practice among most international
relief organizations.

operations

and’

in-

dining

hall during

a mid-week

lunch. Newman hopes programs such
as these will “institute in students a
greater awareness of food problems
around the world that we in our shel-

tered

environment

as students

broadcasting

as soon

as

week of March, immed-

after

spring

break.

She

ex-

plained that it would take two and a
half

to

ceive

three

months

the loan

after they re-

to order equipment,

renovate the studio, and train personnel for disc-jockey and managerial positions. Because of this lag
time between receiving the loan and

going on the air, Edes explained that
unless the loan were received before
Christmas, “it would be highly un-

likely...if it would be worth it to go
on the air next semester.”
Broadcasts will be carried to all
dorm buildings over telephone lines
and will be heard on AM bands.
Masucci
said
that
a professional

engineer tested buildings on campus
for

sound

last

Tuesday

and

mined that a carrier would be suc-

ned

Graham
said
that
the
radio
station will not be governed by the

newly-formed
separate

posed

Publications Board. A

management

of

SAC,

board

representatives

the

faculty,

com-

from

the

the

HOYA

Asst. News Editor

U.S. District Court Judge June L.
Green ruled last week that the University of the District of Columbia (UDC)
was guilty of discrimination when, in
1978, it refused to promote a Puerto
Rican teacher to the position of full
professor.
Judge Green said that the actions
of the promotion committee that reviewed the tenure application in question were ‘“‘colored throughout with
bias.”
The

teacher,

Henry

Acosta,

who

has taught criminal justice in the uni-

versity’s

School of Public and Busi-

.ness Administration since 1974, was
awarded
retroactive promotion
to
full professor, $31,000 in back pay,
and $7,500 worth of interest, court
costs and attorney fees.
According to the Dean of UDC’s
School of Public and Business Administration
Emmanuel
D.
Chatman,

3

Senate -

the Director of Student Affairs, and
the general manager of the station is
created in the club constitution to
oversee station operations.

}

“Everybody is really psyched for
the station,” said Masucci, “all we're
asking for is ... the loan guarantee to |
get it started.” She added that an
organizational meeting will be held
in mid-January to get the project into full swing.

ON CAMPUS
Drama:

A Christmas Carol. Mask |

and Bauble. $2, Stage III, Poulton |
Hall. Friday, December 4 and Saturday, December 5 at 8 p.m. and |
Sunday, December 6 at 2 p.m.
Lecture: “Mathematical Specula- |
tions on Space Flight.” Presentation of two papers; one published
in 1913 and one published in 1974,
by Dr. Vogt of the math department. Friday, December 4, 6-7
p.m., the Space House (Henle 18).

are

not-exposed to...”
Education for Justice,
in seeking
to promote greater awareness
of injustices in the Third World, is in the
process of generating a list of materials to be used voluntarily by professors in classes relevant ‘to the sub. ject. Students interested in working
with Education for Justice have been
directed to contact Laurann Mastri
at 337-3729.

Drama: The Mighty Gents. Black
. Theatre Ensemble. Hall of Nations,

8 p.m.,

Friday, December 4 and

Saturday, December 3.
Sports:
Men’s Basketball versus
San Diego State, Saturday, December 5, Capital Centre, 1:30 p.m.
Call 625-HOYA for information
on upcoming games this month.
Christmas Music: “The Christmas
Cantata” and Handel's Messiah”
presented by the GU Symphony
and Singers. Gaston Hall, 7:30

p.m.,

Sunday,

December

6.

$4

donation requested.
Mid-Day Arts: Christmas carolling,
Healy program room, 12:15, Monday, December 7. Egg nog will be
served.

Under the aegis of a new on-campus group, Education for Justice,
concerned students hope to sponsor
a series of events next semester, including films and speakers, dealing
with the world hunger problem. Another program will be targeted at

Judge Green gave three reasons for
ruling in Acosta’s favor: he was from
a ‘special minority group’’; he had
what she determined to be sufficient:
requirements for the promotion; and
no one from his minority group was
promoted to full professor that year.
In court, UDC claimed that all candidates for promotion must have either a doctorate or a master’s degree
and eight years of college teaching
experience. In 1978, Acosta had a
master’s degree, four years of teaching experience at UDC, and two
of teaching experience at Northern
Virginia Military College, according
to Chatman.
i
:
Of the decision, Chatman said, ‘I
think it could deal a serious blow to
academic standards and credentials at
universities.” He added that other
UDC teachers had called him expressing concern over the possible consequences of ‘the decision.
Chatman concluded, “As far as I
see it, there was no intent to discriminate.”

|

cessful.

UDC Guilty of Discrimination
by Jamie Coakley

fl

deter-

ii
2

Film: The Sting. $2.50, or $1.50
w/SEC card. LA-6, 8 p.m., Friday,
December 4 and Saturday, Decem- |
ber 5.
Ji

monitoring waste in the cafeteria. It
did with the recent announcement
that 270 pounds of wasted food was
collected in just one hour in the New
South

iately

all the way”

dicated that the position will receive
better than work study wages to
guarantee that a replacement could
be found quickly if the position
were to be unexpectedly vacated.
Masucci projected that the station

The health insurance hearing will
take place Thursday, December 10 at
11 am. in the Student Health Of-

fice below St. Mary’s Hall.

(the

to
guarantee
finances
are
run
smoothly. According to Edes, advertising sales-people will be paid a
10
percent
commission
on their
sales to bolster the program. Walt
Cramer, Director of SAC, indicated
that the station will also be required
to have a professional business man-

Oxfam Sacrifices Raise Over $3,000
HOYA Contributing Editor

This Christmas, in Belfast, there
But

decide

Bento said. Implementation of this
policy would “not mean that 5000
undergraduates. would have to pay
for University insurance,” he added.
The
Student
Health’: Advisory
Committee
has in the past con-

by Paul Sutphin

lings, Christmas 1981 promises to
be the tensest in years.
Christmas shopping will lose
much of its intended spirit as all
packages are searched at the army
check
points
barricading
both
- ends of every city center street.
Twelve times I was searched,
in just one afternoon.
For the infrequent Belfast visitor, these searches seem not just
inconvenient, but offending. But
for the city’s daily workers, they
have become so routine, the checks
are no longer given much thought.
Likewise, the cement pillars,
staggered in a zig-zag pattern (to
prevent: quick get-aways) in the
center of certain “‘past experience’’
streets, no longer seem out of
place.
Some things, however, one can
never get used to. Cocked rifles
are unsettling no matter how many
times you see them. They are even
more unsettling when seen in the
hands of 17-year-old ‘boys who
look like they were given army
uniforms instead of soccer jerseys
by mistake.
The rifles, the young soldiers,
the search barricades, and the numerous bombed-out lots separate
Belfast from the city it could be.
For a moment, as I watched a
little girl and boy point to the Santa Claus and Christmas carollers in
a store window
display, I saw
hope.
Hope that the unnatural separation between Belfast today, and
the Belfast that could be, would
some day be lifted.
Then a policeman wearing a
bullet-proof vest blocked my view
of the children and the Christmas
display.

carolling.

health policy and to possibly keep
the Blue Cross rates from increasing,
the Committee will review a proposal
to put a $300 insurance charge on
all students’ bills. Bento explained
that should this proposal become
policy in the future, the charge
would appear on the tuition bill, but
any
student
already
covered
by
another policy would need only a
statement verifying this to obtain a
$300 rebate after paying his bill.
“The earliest possible implementation date (of the charge) would be
the start of the next academic year,
but even if this does go through, I
don’t think it would
begin
that
early. A charge like this has to be,
made public to people before they

begin

BY JAMES LINDLEY

Stressing the need for closer communications between academics and
the bookstore management, William
Miller, Vice President for Facilities
and Physical Plant, has ended his official review of the University Book-

by Dave Greenwald
HOYA Staff Writer

HOYA PHOTO

Asst. News Editor

HOYA FOTO BY JAMES MARSHALL LINDLEY

HOYA

- /y

Oxfam Fast co-chairperson Shelly Newman accepts the $2464.20 check
representing Marriott Food Services donation to the annual fundraiser
from John Dilley, District Manager of Dining Services and Jim Breiner,
Director of Board Operations. The Oxfam effort also collected about
$1,000 from the Center Cafe, the Jesuit community, and campus-wide
collection cans.
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Nestle Boycott Wins Yet Another Battle
final

step

in

the

Nestle

Boy-

cott Coalition’s (GUNBC) drive to remove all Nestle products from sale

~ on the GU campus, Marriott Dining
Services has replaced its Nestle hot
supplies

with

in

both

Carnation

New

Fast for a World Harvest.

South

The
Nestle
controversy centers
around that company’s massive advertising campaigns which promote
Nestle infant formulas in indigent

and Darnall cafeterias.
‘This action is in response to a
~ campus-wide protest led by the Nestle
Boycott Coalition against the Swiss‘based Nestle Alimentana Corporation’s
third-world
policies
which

Co-Chairperson

Alane

Keller and to groups such as the World
Health Organization, Nestle dresses
its female employees as nurses who
distribute free two-week samples to
new mothers (if breastfeeding is not
begun within two weeks of the baby’s
delivery, the mother’s milk production may cease) with full knowledge

A.

Keller describes as “Technically legal,

fundamentally

amoral.”

The

position was supported

by

1,400 signatures on petitions circulated last spring here at Georgetown.
When asked about the change to

Bookstore

52022

Rate applies to Chevrolet Chevette or similar-size car.

We make renting a car easy. With our great
rates. And with a variety of ways to meet
our credit requirements. One way is with
student [.D., valid driver's license and cash

deposit. You must be 18 or
older. You pay for gas
and return car to

We feature GM

Washington National Airport. Rate
is non-discountable, available only
at the location listed below and is
subject to change without notice.
Specific cars are subject to
availability. Rates apply from 6 p.m.
Thursday to 6 p.m: Monday.

cars like this Chevrolet Chevette.

You deserve National attention.
Available at:
Ea ET
161S.’L Street, N-W: ..iciivcoisvnivensnne rea
12th and K Streets, N.W. .......ccevvune Mrs sts ses Mair a eS
eg
8521 Sudley Road (Manassas, VA) ..... A

a

a
neh

347-4772
hed 842-1000
703-369-1600

the

operation

of

the

Bookstore,”

concluded
the
Taskforce
report,
“and to explain the various measures
being taken by the Bookstore to improve their enterprise and ensure the
smooth functioning of the store for
the Georgetown Community.”
cording to Miller, there is no profit
because ‘‘all the money goesh back into the operation.”
The Bookstore views its main pur-

Dr.
Charles
Hammer
of GU’s
Chemistry
Department = recently
analyzed
samples of gas observed
discharging from a Banco di Roma
safe salvaged from the sunken Italian ocean liner Andrea Doria. Using
gas chromatography and mass spectrometry, Hammer concluded the gas
consists of methane and carbon dioxide. These components indicate the
presence inside the as-yet unopened
safe of bacteria that requires organic
material on which to feed, but does
not require oxygen. According to the
staff of the Doria Project, the organic
material supplying the bacteria with
nutrients might be paper currency or
possibly letters of credit, stocks and
bonds.
The safe will be opened and its
contents
revealed
sometime
this
spring on national television following the airing of ‘‘Andrea Doria: The
Final Chapter,” a film based on last
summer’s salvage expedition.

Due to crowded conditions at the
Medical Center’s Dahlgren Memorial
Library, the Library will be available
December
11-22 only to Medical,
Dental, Nursing, and Medical Center
graduate students, faculty and staff.

Additional study rooms

for main

campus students will be made available, and locations will be posted.
Medical Center patrons have been reminded to carry their University 1D
cards, as an identification will be
checked at the Library entrance.
held

The

role

of

RR

the Riggs

National

—HOYA Office

Bank
in financing the “repressive
regimes” of South Africa and Chile
and the Bank’s “poor record of service” to minority and working class
people in D.C. will be the subject of
a presentation by the D.C. Bank
Campaign on Friday, December 11
at 7:30 p.m. at the Metropolitan
AME Church, 1518 M Street, N.W.
The evening will also include a
showing of the film “Tighten Your
Belt, Bite the Bullet,” a new awardwinning film on how private banks
‘brought on the fiscal crises in New

All current board members and anyone
running for positions must attend.

provided by Archie Stewart, a longtime folk singer and native of the
District.

HOY A Editorial Board Elections

Sunday, December 6, 7 p.m.

York

and

=

Newsbriefs

ET

CERTAINLY,

“WHO 19 IT FOR ?

continued from page I
pose as being that of a service organization: “A bookstore that gets the
academics’ books and sells them inexpensively.”
said Mr.
Miller. To
achieve the goal, “more of an effort
has to go into cooperation, especially
reaching academics during the summer months to resolve any ordering
problems. With the proper contact
the problems should work out and
future ones be avoided,” said Miller.
The Bookstore Investigation Taskforce of the Student Government
conducted a simultaneous investigation during which they consulted
with students, faculty, and members
of the Bookstore management.
It came
to similar conclusions
about the record of the store and listed the remedies planned by the management in a five-page report. “Our
intent is merely to reveal the facts of

Cleveland.

Music

ag

Come take a break

will be

a

ya

|

Tt

rp

i

with us!

mg

a

Enter the employment market
with assets that American
business and industry need.
And begin your life after
college with the opportunity
of developing two careers.
How? Through Army ROTC

Ce

but

- GUNBC’s

—

~ GUNBC

third-world countries. According to

las as the ‘safe, natural method.”
Georgetown
is
still
not
“Nestle-free,” however, since Taster’s
Choice Decaffinated Coffee is still in
use at New South and Darnall dining
halls. When asked about this, Dilley
replied, “we simply have no redsonable
alternative.
We
‘tried
other
brands, but they were either prohibitively expensive or tasted terrible.
Some students for medical reasons
cannot drink regular coffee, so it
looks like for the time being we’ll
have to retain the Nestle product.”
Keller remarked, “it rankles about
the coffee; it would be nice to have a
completely ‘“‘clean” campus. But we
can appreciate Mr. Dilley’s reasons,
and we're sure that if an alternative
to Nestle comes along, he’ll let us
know.” She added that at this point
the GU Nestle Boycott Coalition’s
activities have subsided to ‘‘active
vigilance.”

——

chocolate

that the women have no refrigerators
"in which to store the formula, and no
access to clean water for mixing the
formula.
he groups also claim that the formula’s cost prohibits proper usage:
recommended rations for only one
infant may take 70% of 'its family’s
income. This factor leads many mothers to over-dilute the formula, and in
ignorance, to starve their children.
“Unfortunately, Nestle has the advantage of being associated with a
technologically
advanced
society,”
suggests ‘Keller. “The mothers see
huge billboard pictures of a healthy
Western baby sitting next the the
English word ‘Nestle’; the association
is made. It’s hard to shake that faith
by printing warnings the women can’t
read.” In recognition of this problem,
Brazil this summer launched a radio
campaign which encourages mothers
to use breast milk instead of formu-

AN INN TO COME HOME TO

———
a
—T

chocolate

“hot

Marriott

i

ix

a

University

chocolate,

' leadership and management
training. With that, ROTC
graduates measure up to the
needs of American business.
You'll not only lead a life in a
civilian career. You'll also have
the opportunity of enhancing
it as an officer in the U. S.
Army Reserves or the Army
National Guard.

That means extra income,
immediate management experience, community involvement.
Two careers.

GALL:
CAPTAIN

STEVE
AT

FRITH

625-4087

ARMY ROTC. THE TWO-YEAR PROGRAM.

Nested in the lush green and white
mountains of Vermont lies an old|
fashioned country inn waiting to greet
you with New England cooking,
delightful spirits, bubbling hot tub and
comfortable rooms. Come enjoy the
challenge of Sugarbush skiing and
«

snuggery. Call 802-496-2322
for more
information.
So

Completing

~ Georgetown

hot

manager JW. Dilley explained that
“the price is higher now, about $24 a
week during the cold months, but
the Carnation is also a superior product; it tastes better. Besides, we're
here to work with the students if at
all possible, and we were happy to do
this.” Marriott Dining Services also
participated in November’s Oxfam

ror

Carnation
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Returnees Enthused Over Study Abroad
year between the Hebrew Universitv
of
Jerusalem
and
the
American
University in Cairo. Besides a total of
44 credits, students will receive in-

by Debora Spar
HOYA

Fe

‘

Staff Writer

Marty Kalin can barely contain his
enthusiasm as he recounts his year in
the Mideast Program. “It is the most
innovative, unique, outstanding program around...the greatest experience
of my life. It really forces you to
grow,
and from your experiences
you get to deal better with your own
culture.”
John Moore’s not quite sure how
to explain it. You can’t, he insists,
put the feelings into words. “By the
time you measure it all out, it’s like
WOW. . .HEY. .. I'm in Hong Kong.”

comparable

this month

as European

in ‘Bonn, pin

youth protested

and London

American

and

Soviet arms

buildup there.

gE

urope Shuns Us Protection;

Neutralist Tendencies Appear
by Greg Kitsock
Special to the HOYA

,

Although the threat of nuclear war
has hung over Europe for the past
thirty years, the reaction to it has
changed dramatically in recent times,
noted former West German diplomat
Dr. Alexander Boker during a presentation in Gorman Auditorium on November 20.
“We used to tell the Americans to
do more to protect us. Nowadays the
reaction is exactly the opposite,” he
mentioned in: the course of his talk
on “Current Neutralist Tendencies in
Europe.”
“I don’t want to mention some of
the terms with which the President
of the United States was endowed,”

see

commented

tem.

Boker in regard to a mass
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rim
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gathering of 250,000 in the West German capital of Bonn to protest the

arms race.

dergoing military service.

Boker

sharply

criticized the great

illusion of detente,” which he claimed
was

presented

to

the

public

as a

‘“‘cure-all” and “aroused hopes which
couldn’t be fulfilled.”
Detente, he charged, was in reality
“an attempt to disarm us psychologically,” proposed in the aftermath of
the Russian invasion of Czechoslovakia. He termed the Polish workers’
revolt a “wholesome lesson’ for Ger-

man youth who had been trying to
the advantages of the Soviet sys-

Today, “young people see that detente doesn’t work and the economy
is not running smoothly... so they
run wild,” Boker observed.
“They don’t realize that producing more armaments doesn’t mean
that war is around the corner . .. you
can’t go weak into negotiations and

The rally was ostensibly organized
by Protestant religious groups and
not the Communists, according to
Boker. The main undercurrent
of
the demonstration was, pacifism with
anti-Americanism a subsidiary tone,
expect a good result.”
he added. He noted, however, that
The United States is not blameless
in provoking neutralist sentiments,
most of the slogans were against “our
he added. European confidence in
nuclear arms, not those of the Soviets,”
the ability of the U.S. to protect
them, Boker claimed, has been erodThe bulk of the participants in
ed by Vietnam and Watergate, as well
this rally and similar gatherings in
as the perceived inability of America
other
European
cities have
been
“youngsters frightened to death about
to act in Angola, Ethiopia, Afghanisthe approach of atomic war, and the
tan and Iran.
destruction of all that is «dear: to
“Soviet - strength: has . grown ytre‘mendously . . . ‘Europeans see
the!"
them.”
Soviets-as next door, the U.S. as far
sv Why
should withese » moyements
away.” As a result, they are putting
/ whi
up so suddenly? Boker charged
more faith into coming to ferms with
that “20 years of misinformation
the Soviets, he said.
from the governments and media
Boker, who is currently retired,
lulled us into a false sense of security,” which recent political and ecohas served in various posts with NATO
nomic realities have shattered.
and the West German Foreign MinisHe accused the German governtry, including United Nations observment of “piling up deficits’ through
er and ambassador to the Holy See.

modern

where you want to go, there’s probably a program. . .it’s just a matter
of doing the homework. Then, after
you’ve done it, you still can never ex-

plain what it was like; all you can do

of

is tell people to do it. You just gotta
doit.”
Currently, there are several programs about which the Study Abroad
Office
is
especially
enthusiastic.

GU,
those
sponsored
by International Student
Exchange
Program
(ISEP), and those which individual
students create on their own.
which stuin
program
Mideast

in 142 New North, justifiably bursts
with such enthusiam. Everyone who
has been abroad, it seems, is positive
that he has received an education far
more valuable than any lecture could
possibly ever be; everyone seems
genuinely interested in sending you
off for a year in Macao, Senegal, or
Australia. Say Moore (SES ’79), Assistant Study Abroad Director, “If

you can think of a place in the world

programs:

those

sponsored

Nearly
always, students choose
schools
depending
on
how
their
courses correlate with their own re-

Monday through Friday,
to nine Tuesday through
the office is staffed by a
recently returned students

interested

in choosing the best pro-

gram, and in arranging the myriad
administrative details. For students
in today’s world, especially those in
such
an
internationally
oriented

“By the time you measure it all out, it’s 1
like WOW... HEY... I'm in Hong Kong.”
quirements,
and are thus able to fulfill their curriculum needs, and graduate from Georgetown in the customary four years.
It is impossible to guess the full
scope
of study
abroad
programs
without actually visiting the office.

school

as Georgetown,

programs is March

store’s load of

December according to Moore. So be
sure to think about going abroad
next year. It could be the best year
of your life!
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With This Ad $10
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. Other services available including Permanents, Tinting & Hennas
Expires Dec 31, 1981
For men and women

Haircutters
2020 K St., N.W. Washington, D.C. 659-5005
2400 Wisconsin Ave., N.W. Washington, D.C. 338-0909
Wisconsin Avenue Open Sundays

NOW

OPEN

ON CAPITAL

HILL

205 Pennsylvania Ave., S.E. Washington, D.C. 543- 1245
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Yes, I’m ready to hit the slopes. Enclosed is my $50 deposit.
I've checked my ski location and date.

0 Winter Park ...$231. J Steamboat
0 Jan 7-14
0 Jan 14-21

(J Aspen........ ;
OJan 21-28

0 Jan 28-Feb 4

Address

BE

PROMPT!

Round Trip Super Ski Tour, Air Fare on TWA:

$182 Chicago, $231 Washington, $318 New York. |

HALL OF NATIONS, Walsh Building, East Campus

If you have an interview appintment after December 7 or have submitted your loan prior to October

15, 1981, you should also sign this sheet.
Anyone who has not signed on the interview schedule sheet will not have their materials available at

Zip

_ State

Packages include: 7 nights hotel lodging. (quad occupancy), 6 Sen lift ticket, car rental for 7 days
‘plus dozens of free and discount offers.

*May vary with destination:

All students who have not scheduled an interview for their HELP DC Guaranteed Student Loan
must sign the interview schedule sheet in their Financial Aid office by December 4, 1981.

the Hall of Nations.

....$232

0 Send further details on U.S. and European Ski Packages.
Other dates available throughout the ski season.
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Like a pair of skis, for instance.

City

PLACE:

50% off ski
equipment
purchase

overpowering urge to wax something.

0

TRAIN BPRS Ne

SESSIONI — 10:00 A.M.
SESSIONII — 1:00 P.M.

AE

Have you been shopping around for a Ski Vacation
this winter? If you have, you're smart. Because if you
compare one package with another, you'll find there's a lot
of money to be saved. Take the IC Ski Holiday for instance. When
you add the staggering list of ‘“‘Freebees’’ and discounts
above to a long list of other goodies you'll have to pay little
or nothing for, you're going to develop an

STUDENT LOAN...

TIME:

|7

guarantee

10% off food
at selected
restaurants

days

1 COULDNT GET A

DECEMBER 7, 1981

PY

FREER

Ski rental
for 2 days

—

Vai

mileage.

I WANTED To TAKE
~ SOME. ECONOMICS
90 1COULD UNDERSTAND
REAGAN'S POLICIES, BUT

DATE:

ar

THE 1.C. SKI HOLIDAY,
THEY DONT COME ANY FREER.
FREE:
FREE’
FREE:.
DISCOUNT

Please call collect.

—T——

HELP D.C.
LOAN
INTERVIE Ww

A

Long Hair and additional war b ehinhthy more,

—"
———
——

LUCIDO AT (212) 556-1311

or (609) 667-3875 evenings.

i

unlimited

——r

—

PAUL

A
and ISEP

tantalizing opportunities, it almost
forces one to grab the next plane for
the Universite Catholique de Louvain
and a course in international business
administration. Open nine to five

Filled

301-622-4713

dent, for whom Polish is not a requirement, ‘will be immersed in this
atmosphere; they will live in regular
dormitories and learn enough conversational language to allow them to
interact with the Polish students.
There are still several slots open in
this program, described by Moore as
“pretty wild.”
Georgetown is also sponsoring an
dents participating will spend a full

Che New ork Times
CALL

tempta-

1, 1982. All GU

* Rental car with

INFORMATION

the

tion should be irresistable.
The deadline for all GU

sophomores, and SBA freshmen are
encouraged to stop by the Study
Abroad Office for more information.
Non-GU
programs
usually
feature

Number one among these is the upInterested students fill out a precoming program in Warsaw, Poland.
liminary form to provide the center
The program is based at the city’s ° with enough information to, enable
School for Central Planning and Stathem to more easily advise him. In
tistics. The Georgetown
students
fact, the staff will follow the student
chosen to attend will be directly mathrough the entire application protriculated into the School’s curricucedure and advise him on all matters
lum, taking seven or eight courses
concerning financial aid, credit,e tc.
taught
.by regular
faculty.
What
In the instances of GU or ISEP-run
makes the material so interesting,
programs, students are directly matthough, is that it will be taught from
riculated’ at the foreign university.
a socialist standpoint. The education
Although billing is through Georgethe GU students will be exposed to is
town, they are regular students at anone designed primarily for the next
other school, taking its prescribed
generation of Polish economists, a
course load in the’ native language.
generation
responsible
for guiding
While Georgetown normally awards
the country out of its present crisis
and establishing a regime, presumaNTS
;
bly along socialist guidelines radically
RN State Board Test Taking Course
different from those to which AmeriFor info, call
cans are accustomed. The GU stu-

AND COORDINATE DELIVERY ON CAMPUS

FOR

and seven
Thursday,
number of
to help all

“If you can think of a place in the world
where you want to go, there is probably
a program . . . it’s just a matter of doing
your homework.”

MOTIVATED INDIVIDUALS WANTED TO MARKET

ma = Ey
am
mm

“ mr

“excessive pampering of all layers of
the
population.”
This ‘prosperity,
which the young people grew up taking for granted, caused a “reluctance
to make sacrifices for the common
good,” such as paying taxes and un-

in

history and comparative culture, and,
according
to Kalin (a recent returnee), “are right in the middle of
everything.” Kalin himself was in Israel at the time of the Iraqui bombing, and studied in depth the various
groups who have been responsible for
Sadat’s death. He also attended the
former Shah of Iran’s funeral. Inevitably, he believes, the program
will deeply affect a student’s life, altering his world perceptions, and
forcing him to view the Middle East
conflict, and perhaps all conflicts,
not as a clear-cut argument, but as a,
matter of “right vs. right.”
For
the
less adventurous,
the
Study Abroad Office presents a veritable
feast
of possibilities.
From
poetry at Sussex to philosophy at the
University of Ibadan, Nigeria, there
are a host of programs suitable to the
most diverse interests. If the perfect
situation is not available under the
auspices of GU, there ‘is a file of
other institutions for the student to
explore.
There are three specific categories

The study Abroad Office, located

Police faced massive demonstrations

experience

full credit for programs at comparable
institutions,
individual
cases
concerning course requirements and
QPI procedures must always be settled in advance with the appropriate
Dean.
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editorial
TeBoya
Since 1920

- those deals that plugs into the wall sockets; but

wow . . .only three years after Fr. Healy gave
away our multi-watt FM station for $1, we
“3
‘have this new toy. And at a cost of only upof wards of $100,000 (by the time interest is

You see, the executive board of your radio
station serves at the pleasure of this ‘“management board” composed of representatives of
the Student Activities Commission, the Stu-

| paid).

dent Government,

A

Wonderful.
But seriously, folks. We’re not so concerned
about the money. We’re worried about what
may have been bargained away in the process.
Some people have worked very hard to get this
station, and the HOYA thinks that any time

| students

can separate the University from its

money—for student concerns—it’s great.

In the process of getting this station, however, these students have evidently given up
‘something they shouldn’t have.
If this is going to be a real radio station, and
it can

be—AM

or

FM,

carrier

or not—it

must

have a credible news operation. We’d love the
competition, and Georgetown could use another independent voice.
But wait a second. Is this really an “inde~ pendent voice’?
We've read the fine print, and it turns out
that this station is about as free as Pravda. Sure

the Director of Student Ac-

tivities, the faculty . . . and
manager of the station.

the lone general

Now we thought our Publications Board was
bad (with a similar ratio of six to five), but this
four to one proportion takes the cake.
Does Radio Georgetown really believe they
are not being set up with a public relations office as a news desk? Why else are there no guarantees of editorial freedom?
If Radio GU thinks editorial freedom is assumed around here, they’re stupid. And if they
gave it away, perhaps in return for a few bucks, |
they’re fools.
Look, no matter how great Radio Georgetown’s music might be, without an independent voice, it’ll only be playing radio station.
This is not ‘‘promoting professionalism.”
These are not “procedures which will resemble
those encountered in the professional radio industry.”
Well, maybe in Moscow.
—

A Healthy Idea?
Mandatory insurance at GU?
Yup, it’s a real possibility.
who: are not

Some

students

caoyered by either their parents’ or

; | their own plans presently skip. by the. $289
~ charge for thé“optional health insurance offered through Blue Cross-Blue Shield at GU.
When one of those people needs an opera‘tion, at say, Georgetown University Hospital,
they risk being turned down if they can’t shell

prove you have insurance, you get it back, and
if you can’t, well, what’s another hundred or
three?
If you have insurance, it’s
every year. But for those who
can’t afford insurance, this may
infringement into their lives by
Either way, there are good
gainst it.

still paperwork
don’t want or
be just another
Georgetown.
reasons to be a:

out the $2,000 to $5,000 deposit.

The idea is to make it “easy” for such
Georgetowners to get coverage by tacking another $300 onto your tuition bill. If you can

——

the management is hardly Marxist, but there is
one key similarity: both have someone powerful looking over their shoulder.

Whatever you think, try to make the meeting on Tuesday, the 10th, at 11:00 over in the
Basement of St. Marys, and tell ’em what you
think.
/

This issue is the last of this semester. We'll be back

January 22 with more scathing editorials and exciting stories.

—

Wonderful. Wonderful. Wonderful.
~~ We have a radio station again, Yippee! Oh,
it’s only an AM station; and yeah, it’s one of

5

Maybe in Moscow

Let the sinless cast the 1st stone
We

in response

to Mr.

Clarke’s article (Instant, Freeze-Dried
Salvation) in the HOYA of October
23. We derive great comfort in knowing that the “perfect” Christian (Mr.
Clark) is right here at Georgetown.

passing judgment

on us all and pro-

tecting
us from
psuedo-Christians
with his two edged sword. In fact, he
is already in the Bible (with a little
paraphrasing)—Exodus 32: 25-30:
“And when “MR. CLARK” saw
that the people had broken loose (for
“FATHER FREEZE” had let them
break loose, to their shame among
their enemies), then “MR. CLARK”
stood
in- the gate of “GEORGETOWN,” and said, “Who is on the
‘WIZARD’S
side? Come
to me.”
And all the sons of “HOYA” gathered themselves together to him. And
he said to them, “Thus says the“BIG
LORD
BOG”
put every man his

Nursing Student
Feels Slighted
By the HOYA
' To the Editor,
As a Senior in the Nursing School
I can honestly say that I have yet to
read an article in this newspaper concerning the Nursing School which is
not derogatory. Like other schools in
this university, we have our share of:
problems. However, I feel that we
should not be the constant brunt of
jokes, mud-slinging and
sly comments. I feel the negative attitude
towards the nurses stems from the
student body’s general ignorance of
our contributions to the community.

as our Christmas present to you, we've included
five pairs of tickets to tonight’s Capitals game
at the

Cap

Centre.

Merry Christmas
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and

go

to and

love. We wonder if you, Mr. Clark,
would find the same at some of the
other “normal” masses. Whether a
church goer decides to “bide his time”

or “fulfill his obligation’ at Freeze’s
Breeze or at any other mass is of no
consequence. There will always be a
number of people who attend mass
as a buffer against retribution after
death. We find it very pompous of
you to pass judgment on attendants

We find it very pompous of you to pass Judgment
on the attendants of Freeze’s Breeze as a group of
people with little faith and shallow minds.
~

fault? The man is a stirring celebrant
and preacher. For over 15 years we
have
been
listening to homolies.
However, we have never met a priest
with such compassion and the ability
to present God’s love and words to
the community
as Father Freeze.
STRIKE ONE. MR. CLARK.
How about “the New Canaanites
and the Philadelphians (which) fill
the pews with the stench of their miserable bodies?” How can they call
themselves Christians? However, isn’t
a mass only as worthwhile as one
cares to personally make it? Even
though these Christians may not look
or act like attentive evangelists, can
you, Mr. Clark, read their minds
and see what they are thinking? If
you could, we bet you would find an
audience truly listening, participating, and enjoying Father Freeze’s
In

other

words,

sharing

of
of

Freeze’s
Breeze
as
a group
people with little faith and shal-

low minds. STRIKE TWO.
Finally,
Mr.

Si

we get a real kick out of

Clark’s

perfection.

He

has raised

himself to a level which allows him
tc call God by the names “Big Lord

Bog” and ‘the Grand Wizard.” We
wish we ‘could have personal nicknames for God. No, we just derive
pleasure and satisfaction from calling him God. Forgive me, Mr. Clark.
(We wonder what God’s nickname
for Mr. Clark is) STRIKE THREE.
Dear Mr. Clark, the next time you
decide to “preach’ as the perfect
Christian, why don’t you remember
this line from Jesus: “Let him who is
without sin among you be the first to

throw a stone. ..”

i

Jim Crotty SBA 83
Ray Pring CAS 83
Steve Cangialosi CAS 83

God’s

At long last
libation,
intoxication,

and
procreation?

that such a

Jennifer McQuillen
GUNS 82

Judd Allen, Michael Coscia, Geoff DiRito, David Florimbi, Michael Machell, Roberta E. Oster, Paul Sutphin, Courtney Walsh

Gloria Quinn, A. S. Simpson,

side,

news item was not printed.

The HOYA claims to be the voice
of the
students.
Well apparently
either it has laryngitis or we have
gone deaf, dumb, and blind. If the
HOYA is so concerned with maintaining its independence from SAC
intervention, I suggest that it leave its
squabbling in Copley: Basement and
start putting news back in what it
laughingly refers to as a newspaper.
With hopes of better achievements
in the future.

y

Peter Leopold, Lolly Liverance, Jim

his

sured of coverage, no news article appeared. Needless to say, I was anworthy

FEATURES: Jennifer Blackman, Pat Bradley, Margaret Cottoia, Elise Desperito, Mary Hartigan, Lee Hoffman, Mike Johanek,

A

nohue. Although we were verbally asnoyed

Wilkins, Amy

reporting

prime example of its lax journalism
occurred just recently. We informed
the HOYA on two separate occassions of a Health Fair at Parkview
Elementary School which was conducted under the direction of eleven
Senior Nursing students and the instructors, Joan Kelly and Janet Do-

(in five random papers)

Contributing Editors

with

on

from
“DARNALL
TO
VILLAGE
A’’ and slay every man his brother,
and every man his companion, and
every man his neighbor.” And the
sons of “HOYA” did according to
the word of ‘“MR.. CLARK”; and
there fell of the people that day about
three thousand men.”
What a sight! On second thought,
is it really? Is Father Freeze really at

mass.

thered

GRAPHIC

are writing

We have given the HOYA ample
opportunities to rectify this matter,
but it is too busy attracting attention
to its battles with the SAC to be bo-

land. -

O'Shea,

sword

To the Editor,

the November 13th issue,
the HOYA
incorrectly included
the word
“not” in the second
paragraph of a letter submitted by
SAC chairman Phil Inglima. The
line should
have
read,
“It is
crucial in light of what appears to
be an abundance of prejudice to
associate
this
document
with
previous Media Board proposals

“Two

out of three
ain’t bad.”
— Meatloaf

Finally, finally the
end of semester bash!

Ls

All HOYA and Voice
staffers are herein summoned

to their bodily rewards. . .

In

We've got the Vodka and the room—
you just bring the D.J. and beer!

of separate origin whose contents
and concepts differed in many
basic ways.” We regret the error.
oe

: ; fy A

Don Murphy

Finals. Bah Humbug”
We enter
ter 11:
Cratchit:
are you so
man. Cor

on the last page of Chap.
But why, Scrooge? Why
phoney? It’s Christmas,
Blimey! Christmas, you

know . .. Deck the Halls and all that
rot. Cough up a smile at least, won’t
you good chap?
Scrooge: Christmas . . . Bah, Humbug! I’ve got a term paper in Philosophy due and three hundred pages of
government . . . and that’s before finals.
:
!

Cratchit:

But

can’t you

at least

get into the spirit of the time, old fel-

low?

I mean,

you

didn’t

have

Scrooge: Do you know how long
three weeks is? That’s twenty-one

whole

days...504

hours...

12,088 minutes.
Cratchit:

|

Gt

Well,

we

all

have to

make the best of it, old boy. You'll
be back in January.
:
:
Scrooge:

And

that’s the worst of

it! I’ll be back ...It seems that I'm
always coming back. When

here? And

am I ever

what do I have to come

back to?
Cratchit: Why, you
yourself; your friends,

just said it
your work,

:
a

your entire life. Look at all you have =|

to

accomplished this semester alone.
throw the apple core at the Chem
T.A., did you?
f
Scrooge: Oh, Cratchit, you ignorant slut. Its not him I was mad at. |
It’s...it’s... why, I think it’s the
month of December in general.
Cratchit: You hate an entire thirty days? I don’t think that’s normal,
old bean.
Scrooge: Oh, hang it all man, it’s
not the month so much as what it
symbolizes, don’t you know. I’ve got
Scrooge: What? It seems like it
puddles of academic crap to wade
was only yesterday that I was driving
through
before next week...I've
down to school from home. The clasgot tons of gifts to decide on and no
ses have barely got started before
money
to buy
them
with. Hell,
they’re over, Where did the semester
|
they’ll all be obsolete by New Year's
go, Cratchit?I tried to find it last
Day, anyway. And then, everything
week, but it seems that I’ve lost it. ~~ =
that I get won’t fit after I’m through
Cratchit: Well, that’s what’s so
pigging out. And I have to leave all
great. In less than one month you get
my friends for almost a month. I
a whole new shot at success. New
don’t know
what
I’ll do, they’ll
friends, new teachers, new ideas. . .
probably change or something.
Scrooge: New headaches, new failCratchit: They’ll all be back, sir.
ures, new wastes of my time.
:
Well, most, anyway.
Cratchit:
1 feel sorry for you
Scrooge:
And
my
girlfriend!
Scrooge, I really do. Here you are,
Three weeks without her face, her
a magical month, a religious period, a
voice, her bod . ..
time of happiness, birth, renewal,
Cratchit: Hang it, man, there’s
warmth . . .
;
‘gt
always the telephone.

—n

Murphy's Laws
Don Murphy

ee

You

GO 8GalN, ED.

xT

You

THOUGHT I TOLD

TO

Kgep THOSE KIDS WITH THE
BUBBLE GUM OUT OF THY

Front rev. ...

‘Regurdiecs
of budget cuts. Art is rot Sufferig under ny administration’

Scrooge:

haven’t

to

argue

over

who

received

the

best gift. The whole scene gets uglier
and uglier, until Mom interrupts and

pagan

mid-winter

on-earth-goodwill-towards-men-let’s-

problem

love-one-another-now-that-we’re-alltogether.”
Oh how deep and meaningful. We
just knew this gigantic annual malaise
of ours had to mean more than “a little extra’ in December’s paycheck or
a gift from your in-laws. Even Hollywood has picked up on that familiar
old bitch line that “Christmas is just
too commercial nowadays.” So they,
like so many of us, set about to
squeeze ‘‘true meaning” out of our

to be found.
The grinch who killed God rippedoff any tinsel of significance the day
ever had. Why, just the thought of
one man coming down from heaven
to save the world sounds at least as
ridiculous as nine flying reindeer and
a fat man climbing down everyone’s
chimney at midnight. That leaves
“Exmass”’ with no real purpose other
than to boost a sagging economy,
with Santa Claus, the ultimate capi-

is:

there’s

Yuletide.
no

Only

meaning

left

talist tool, at the helm. A meaningless affair indeed.
The focus of late, therefore, has
been

to

ance

of

give

Christmas

What

we get are those pretty-sound-

possessing

the

some

appear-

meaning.

ing platitudes that our typical American Mom
uttered.
At least that
“Peace on Earth” rot sounds better
than
admitting that Christmas is
just a massive shopping scheme, or a
celebration of some religious event
that scientists can’t prove.
Just don’t tell yourself or your

boy

gotten

own

is actually

Son.

And

little

brats

God's

you

only

can

for-

tell your

that

Christmas

means peace and love—-although you

don’t
Live

have
the

Christmas

the
lie

that

must

faintest

idea

why.

on

living.

keeps
mean

something,

right?

lets both her kids and the viewers
know of the “true meaning of Christmas.”
Brat A: “My piece of consumer trash
is better than yours!
Brat B: “Nuh uh!” (with rising intonation) “Mom got yours at the
thrift store. Besides, my G.I. Joe
bleeds real blood when he gets his leg
blown off by a land mine!”
Brat C: “Well, my gun shoots real-—-"
Mom (screaming): “Would everyone
just be quiet for a moment! Doesn’t
anyone know the real meaning of
Christmas? It’s not how many presents you get or how much they cost
—no, the real meaning of Christ-

11! LAS

care

meals,

then

hail from the shores of Latin Ameri-

who will. So far so good. But . ..
We read on to discover that Alpha
Phi Omega is ‘‘developing a program
of concentration concerning the food
waste at GU,” quote unquote. They
are helping Marriott “emphasize that
it is part of the University communi-

ca, speaking the Spanish language, a
language that has inspired so many
culinary delights and so manv Hoyas
to jab their fingers at the food they
wished to be served. These chefs use

Third

and

World,

if

enough

we

so

in

the

college

to give

up

a few

U.N.

says,

¥

‘three

grease,

main
and

ingredients:
onions.

il

They

git

”

\

APPLICATION

“TODAY!
/

I

combine

help

the food, and in addition, why bother? It’s never helped before.
So we find the Hoyas trashing 270
Ibs. of guck during the peak of lunch.
Combine the guck and inbred tendencies of Americans to waste and
we arrive at 270. The number 270,
though, tells us nothing. How does
that figure stack up to other similar
endeavours at other colleges? How
much of it is spaghetti water? If I
tell you I’m up to ten inches, this
can mean one of many things. With-

out
more
information
it means
nothing.
Finally, we must ask what is a
“Program of food concentration”?
Will Rose force us to lick out plates
before she gives back our ID’s? Will
Alpha Phi Omega give us a penny
for each clean tray? Are they really
that naive? Are we really that gullible?
Is there a reason or purpose behind it
all?
It all shines clear. “Oxfam” is
revealed. Oxfam doesn’t mind the
idea of food conservation, Alpha Phi
Omega doesn’t mind the ‘‘good samaritan” image, and Marriott doesn’t
mind making the Hoyas eat everything they take so that they take less.
We must wonder if the 270 lbs. is not
the
amount
of hippocracy
being
thrown around.
:
In this chill season of ‘‘waste,”
isn’t it heart warming to see organizations uniting for the good of all . . .
(of them)?
:
>

you

this

time,

Scrooge.

Cratchit: Not fair? I really can’t

help it that
attacks over

you’re having anxiety
what should be a re-

your
made

I promise you. You
right for two years,

laxing

holiday.

exams,
it all

You'll get through

haven’t you?
Scrooge: Yes, but . . .
Cratchit: No, let me

:
finish.

So

the semester wasn’t as grand

as you thought it should be. Well,
I’m really sorry. We all can’t pull
a 4.0, have a relationship with every
lady on campus, and be a basketball
star. I think you’ve done damn well,
and will in the future. Since I’m your
friend, that’s all I have to say. Good

day, Mr. Scrooge.
Scrooge:

:

Cratchit,

you’re

an

ideal-

istic cretin. You always did get carried away.

:

Cratchit: They’ll be carrying you
away if you’re not careful, sir, and |
it’d be jolly good, I say. Farewell, sir.
Scrooge:
(in a booming
voice)
Cratchit!
Fg
Cratchit: Yes, sir? =
EE
Scrooge: (smiling) Merry Christmas to you, my friend.
HE

Having
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becoming|
famous? Get. your start on|
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WHY GO INTO WASHINGTON WHEN
WASHINGTON’S BEST PIZZA IS LOCATED JUST
ACROSS THE RIVER IN ROSSLYN?

$39

T CHANCE!!!

AN

starch,

these with an even dose of undercooking or overdrowning, whichever
the case may be, cover it all with
either red or brown sauce and there
we have it: trash.
Why
does the average Georgetowner not say, “May I have a slice
of Salisbury steak with a serving of
vegetables Viennese,” instead of saying, “Can I have some of that with
that... NO not that, that.”? Is the
Hoya lazy, an alcoholic, or slow? Oh
no, no way. He just can’t recognize

my

000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
®

Do not jeopardize your chance to receive
financial aid in 1982-1983
BE SURE TO PICK UP AN APPLICATION
ON OR AFTER DEC. 11, 1981.

UP

a good

:

will be available as of Dec. 11, 1981
from the Office of Financial Aid, G-03
White Gravenor Bldg.

PICK

with

cause?

The Financial Aid Form for 1982-1983

Pe ~~ :

to help

don’t

ing 270 lbs. of resteamed food in
an hour.
+ It is quite obvious that Oxfam
performs a noble function by inducing students to donate their meals
to charity for one day. An American dollar goes a long way in the

\

$$$

is willing

cause.” A good cause? Finishing my
rubbery chicken is a good cause?
Draining my flat Pepsi is a good
What Oxfam in their naivity, Alpha Phi Omega in their stupidity, and
Marriott in their concerted action to
cover up reality overlook is the fact
that Hoyas don’t pick and browse
through three. “entries” a meal because they wish to sensuously stimulate their ‘‘silver lined palates” or
because they are acting out the role
some have assigned them: That of
upper middle
class brats. Simply
stated, the food sucks.
The master chefs of New South

the insight to point out to me this
phenomenon.
Imagine, Hoyas trash-

can

maybe

Yes We Waste Our Marriott Food, But Can You Blame Us?
ty and

still

in

Nothing pleases you at all. What do
you do in your spare time, strangle
animals?
x
:
Scrooge: Bob, Bob, you're not
being fair.
}

:

Mindshaft
/ Paul Salnikow SFS ’84
* I’ve never really thought about
that extra plate of spaghetti drowned
in murky water that I put on my
tray and then leave, opting to have
another baloney sandwich which I in
turn leave on my tray as I head for
the door. I’m glad that Oxfam had

heat

Cratchit: (eyes raised to the heavens) I don’t think even those ghosts

little brats that. We all want to believe in brotherhood, Santa Claus and
the Tooth Fairy now and then. Even
a bit of that antiquated religious
stuff never really hurt anyone. Mom
and Dad can still believe that their
baby

They

the

7

start

mas is...is... The-spirit-of-giving-peace-

on

dorm yet. I’m keeping cans of coke
cold on the radiator.
i

Christmas: ‘‘Live the Lie That Keeps on Living’
CHRISTMAS 1981
Setting: Your favorite television program. Divorced Mom and her 2.4
kids in the suburbs are opening presents around a somewhat pathetically
decorated Christmas tree. The kids

Warmth?

turned

yi

Hours: 5p.m.-12a.m.
MONDAY NITE FOOTBALL

ONT.V.

Offering 2 Great Specials
‘Mondays & Saturdays 50% off your pizza
50% Off does not pertain to carry-out service

JUST BRING YOUR STUDENT 1.D.!
$10.00 Minimum.

S$

x

Offer Good 6 p.m.-11 p.m. Monday-Saturday

Se

200,Yn

%y, ope
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1901 Ft. Myer Drive / 524-1904
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Why Don’tcha Take a Gander at Beinga
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Staff Writer

The last thing Georgetown needed

was another store. The streets of Wisconsin

and

restaurants,

M

explode

bars,

and

the needs of anyone
Now instead of just
Georgetown

has

81

with
clubs

shops,
to

meet

and everyone.
another store,

new

stores, all in

one spot: Georgetown Park. Situated
on the canal side of M Street, this
new three-decker indoor mall, with
an image of snazzy elegance and
haute couture, hopes to grab some of
the many shoppers that crowd the
area daily.
~ When I walked in the M Street entrance, I realized that the creators
weren’t fooling around. Although the
place isn’t completely finished, there
is a listing of the stores that occupy
the building on the board outside.
The roll call includes such heavy~ weights as F.A.O. Schwartz, Mark
Cross, and Pappagallo. The stores of
Georgetown Park are all of this type—
expensive, extremely good looking,
and very chic. I made sure all my
clothes matched and were in order
before venturing in.
I lugged the heavy brass and glass
doors open with a heave (let me say
this, no weak armed shoppers are
going to get into this place), and en- tered the mall. At this entrance, I
was greeted with a clever slide presentation, which summed up the project
with the pitch, “Georgetown Park is
an invitation to live Georgetown’s
new, sophisticated life style... for

pleasure, profit, and man’s sustenance.” Where do I sign up?
Walking further into the store area,
I was totally impressed with one of
the most gorgeous architectural designs I had ever seen. The mall consists of three levels, with a large atrium in the center. Huge plant baskets
hang from the ceilings, and the entire
place is covered with plants of all
types, especially fresh chrysanthymums. The walls are painted a calm
green,
and
golden
brass
gleams
throughout.
(I couldn’t help wondering who in the world polished all
the brass). The floors are polished
hardwood (and who polishes all the
floors?) with black and white title.
For access between the floors, there
are escalators, stairs, and a lovely
glass elevator (something for everyone!).
The whole effect is smashing; I
noticed quite a few people that just
sat and stared at the design. On the

bottom

level,

there

is

a

has con-

travelled

to

Russia,

Poland,

Italy,

Yugoslavia and now
we take you
back to the Georgetown campus, to
the
Study
Abroad
office
which
makes these dreams of exploration
and new experience come to life.
When
talking
about
studying
abroad, Valerie Sellers, Georgetown
University’s Study Abroad Advisor,
quotes
a student evaluation
that
states “you have to experience what
is not ‘A’ in order to learn what is
‘A’.” When students study abroad

with

a

particular

university

and

knows that it is not as strong as
Georgetown, but offers the “total
experience” of cultural immersion,
the balance should outweigh or at

they “have the chance to understand
what their own opinions are because
they leave friends and family behind,”
adds Study Abroad Program Coordinator John Deupree.
“Going abroad allows one to take
a step away from his own world.”
This is an important philosophy at
the Office of International Programs.
Sellers explains that “for many students, this is the first time they are
able to create their own experience.”
The International Programs Resource Center is the central point at
Georgetown
where
students
can
come
for information about programs around the world. The deans’
offices of each school within the
University
approve
‘academic
pro-

tasteful

(could there be anything else?) little
fountain with equally tasteful little
benches.
:
An atmosphere of quiet elegance
pervades Georgetown Park. A selection of harpischord music is heard in
the background, and the Park has an
area where live music is played on
the weekends. The people that shop
in the mall are all unusually quiet.
This is not a place to raise one’s voice
or disturb the quiet lushness created
by the surroundings.
The stores inside fit in perfrectly
continued on page 7

grams

and

credits.

Sellers

notes

least

keys

the

experience

one

could

get at Georgetown that same year.
By this, Sellers means that the study
of development economics in a developing nation should serve the student’s needs and interests as well as
a similar course of study at Georgetown, even
as strong.

that

“the deans’ offices are very supportive of our work.”
The goals and objectives of the
programs common to all schools within Georgetown are not all academic,
however. Sellers stresses the personal
and cultural goals as well and notes
that ‘“‘those are set by the students

themselves.”
“One of the

equal

2
to the study

abroad
program,”
according
to
Sellers, “is that the student know
what it is he wants out of the experience of going to school in a foreign
country, before he chooses a program.”
The Office of International Programs looks for more than “an exper-

In
demic
“some
say it
while
if you
more
and

if the
:

academics

are

not

terms of the quality of the aca‘experience, Sellers feels that
students will come back and
was not particularly academic,
others will say that it was there
wanted it. It takes a great deal
independent work, motivation,

discipline

graduate

than

experience
of

under-

at Georgetown,

simply

in

time.”
“We

take into consideration what

the

terms

a normal
structuring

student is studying and how

one’s

well-

prepared he or she is in the field they
wish to pursue,” states Sellers. She
adds, “other factors also evaluated
include whether the student finishes
his work on time or is he is a perpetual-incomplete type of person. That’s
important.” Two recommendations
and approval of the particular dean’s
office is required for application.
Sellers believes that “the selection
process is really a self-selecting proc-

J We are now installing a new public phone...

more

narrow

perspective

on

the

world, but she noted that students
who study abroad drastically increase

the opportunity to expand their horizons.”

As Deupree explained, “Some

spoken with his professors and writ-

need

ten an essay explaining how his program will fit in with his overall academic goals. We know that after this
process, the student is usually serious
and well-motivated about the program.”
]
When students return from study
abroad, they are de-briefed and asked
to evaluate their experiences to aid
others. “There has been a definite increase in satisfaction with the programs based on the groups of returnees debriefed
over the past four
years,” noted Sellers. This is due in
part to the increased size of the staff
in the Study Abroad office. Sellers
explains that there is a great deal
more
communication
between
students and the Study Abroad office when problems arise abroad, as a
result of the larger staff.

a great deal while others need a very
large experience to grow a little.”
“The success of Study Abroad at

When asked to rank the three or
four most important elements of the
study abroad experience, Sellers said
that “most returning students say,
despite what their expectations might"
have been, that the personal/cultural
aspect was the most important factor
in their experience.” She notes that
“some students refuse, rightly so, to
distinguish
between
the personal/
cultural and the academic/intellectual
experiences.
Individual
experience
determines whether they can make
the distinction. The students have
the experience of learning about the
same subject taught from a totally
different perspective.”
Sellers couldn’t answer the question of whether students who spend
in their experience.” She notes that
“some students refuse, rightly so, to
distinguish
between
the personal/
cultural and the academic/intellectual
experiences.
Individual
experience
determines whether they can make
the distinction. The students have
the

experience

of learning

about

same subject taught from
different perspective.”

the

a totally

only a small experience

Georgetown

is an

obvious

to grow

statement

that a student can gain from®a broader perspective,” explains Sellers. “Regardless of whether a person plans to
pursue a career abroad or in a field
which will have involvement abroad,
basically, everything today has an international element to it.” Sellers also believes that “There is a lot of
change that happens in your life and
I think study abroad is a good way to

prepare for that.”
Noting that studying abroad is often the first time that many students
are independent of normal lives, Sellers added that ‘“‘the sense of responsibility motivates the students to
have a successful year. The sense of
taking charge has a great deal to do
with increased confidence. This helps
later in seeking a job. Students return

saying

that

TERT

HOYA

ducted a series of interviews with
Georgetown students who spent a
year or a summer abroad. We have

Gat

The

Editor

couldn’t answer the ques-

=

by Kara Swisher

note:

Contributing

Sellers

tion of whether students who spend
four years on the campus have a

TRY

Brass and Glass

Editor’s

A

ess. We say ‘no’ relatively infrequently to interested students.” The application process is detailed and is.in
effect, a screening process in itself.
“By the time an application reaches
my desk,” according to Sellers, “I
know
that the student has been
through a number of stages. He has

TR

HOYAPHOTO

BY CHRIS CALLSEN

HOY

ience with a strong academic institution which is strong in the student’s
field. We look fora total experience.”
For example, if the office is familiar

they

feel more

EE

by Roberta E. Oster

—

GUSA (GU Student Abroad)?

con-

fident, and this is seen in their greater sense of maturity,” according to
Sellers.
The International Programs Re-

source Center sends out a newsletter
which goes to all sophomores in every school and freshmen in SBA, department chairman, other interested
faculty, Resident Assistants, and Resident Directors. This newsletter is
written by Valerie Sellers and it updates the study abroad options and
experiences of the various students.
Sellers and her staff at the Resource Center ‘actively encourage”
students to consider possibilities outside the usual standard of Europe.
They encourage students to study,

RTT

The HOYA
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for example, in Africa and Asia. The
potentials are unending.

The contact point for students interested in finding out more is the International Programs Resource center

in room

142 New

North.

A visit to

this office could change the course of
your 4 years at Georgetown.

‘The biggest
change

7

~

is no change.
The new Charge-a-Call
public phone is coinless.
Instead of using change,
simply use your telephone
credit card or call collect.
You'll find Charge-a-Call

x
WARREN BEATTY
DIANE KEATON
EDWARD HERRMANN
JERZY KOSINSKI
JACK NICHOLSON
PAUL SORVINO
MAUREEN STAPLETON

phones in airports, hotels,

restaurants—wherever you
find people on the go.

STARTS TODAY AT THESE THEATRES

To use, just lift the

receiver and dial. When you
hear the operator, give your

credit card number or
:
reverse the charges. (To apply
for a Bell Credit Card, call your Bell business office.)
It’s that easy. Whether you're only calling out of town.
Or out of state.
So when you're short on time or short on change, look for
the sign of Charge-a-Call.

@

C&P Telephone

BELTWAY PLAZA

FAIRFAX CIRCLE

Greenbelt, Md.

Fairfax, Va.

K-B CINEMA

K-B CINEMA 7

5100 Wisc. Ave. NW

Baileys Crossroads, Va.

K-B CONGRESSIONAL 5

K-B MacARTHUR

Rockville, Md.

4859 MacArthur Blvd., NW.

NTI TYSON'S CINEMA

K-B SILVER
Silver Spring, Md.

Vienna, Va.

SPRINGFIELD MALL CINEMA
Springfield, Va.
PHOTOGRAPHY BY VITTORIO STORARO-EDITED BY DEDE ALLEN - WRITTEN BY WARREN BEATTY
AND TREVOR GRIFFITHS : PRODUCED AND DIRECTED BY WARREN BEATTY
i - | PARENTAL GUIDANCE
GUIDANCE SUGGESTED
SUGBESTEDE>|~
&3> |
‘SOME MATERIAL MAY NOT BE SUITABLE FOR CHILDREN
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SHUKUNG -...JABBING AND SPIKING, SMUG
§ HOYAS FIGHT WET UMBRELLA WARS!
Staff Writer

being carried in the left hand. Half of
the umbrella sticks into the path of
those

weaving

the

brella

When
the monsoon season hits
Georgetown, the infamous umbrella
emerges, thus making it open season
on my favorite external organ pair,

rainy

shiny spikes of the new

glinting
day.

in

Fifty

walking

in

um-

the flat light of a
percent

the

of these

opposite

are

direc-

HOYA

and

but a shopper can get snazzy Italian
food at Vittorio’s, and ice cream at

writis

Hillary’s. Both places are clean and,

Crabtree and Evelyn where one can
buy a selection of soaps, teas, and
other fantastic smelling things. On
the second floor one can buy sweaters, hairbands, and turtlenecks to
round out a preppy wardrobe at the
Narragansett
Store; go right around
the corner to Pappagallo and pick up
some neat shoes to go with the outfit. Little Sprout sells an array of

as the stores do, fit in well.
There are many more stores in
Georgetown
Park to explore,
although you will not be able to afford
all of the merchandise items. Still,
one can always browse and take in
the lovely setting. If you really want
to spend more time in the Park, I'm

utensils.

Also

on

the

floor

sure

that

you

can

always

get

the eyes. Umbrellas are being used
campus-wide as offensive weapons.

a job

spikes

carry

their

umbrellas

occur. I,
two pos-

sible solutions’ for us umbrellaless
pedestrians. Plan A involves actually
buying an umbrella for defensive purposes. Use the dome as a shield while
mounting a counter-offensive with
the spikes. But, perhaps the best solution,

Plan

B,

is a pair

of

goggles,

and a big wooden cane to beat the
daylights out of those vicious umbrellas.

no appointment necessary!

the outer hand. When approaching an
experienced umbrella carrier, one notices they tilt their umbrellas away so

Bl
|
|

|

!
|
J

*

Don't let yourself get caught in a factory
atmosphere!!! We are still proud of the
work we produce!

e

1614 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.

DISCOUNT

333-6880

WITH

alk COUPON

just 2 blocks from campus

The quickest way to get
emergency money.
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ning of umbrellas will not
therefore, have formulated

open 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. and...

in

as not to leave you blind in one eye.
In crowds, the experienced umbrella
carrier
raises
his umbrella
above everyone’s heads, because if he
has people on both sides, tilting the
umbrella would poke someone. Walking past a veteran umbrella carrier
produces no anxiety.
SHUKUNG! The noise of one of
the new automatic umbrellas freshly
bought in the bookstore, however,
terrifies
me.
SHUKUNG!
Hearing
that sound, I know some rookie um-

there!
The situation is becoming desperate as more and more umbrellas
pop up in my face. Realistically, ban-

‘hairport, Itd.
Reel)

strike fear in the hearts, not to

to

pair of umbrellas has forced me to
walk
through
the rivers flowing in
Georgetown gutters. It is a jungle out

37

mention the eyes, of umbrellaless
passersby.
Older, more experienced umbrella
carriers generally know the lethal
capabilities of their instruments, perhaps due to tragic mishaps years ago.
Consequently, these people are considerate of their fellow pedestrians,
knowing

the

:

The world has known since the
days of Batman’s arch-enemy, the
Penguin, that an umbrella can maim
or kill. The spindle on the top of an
umbrella is generally regarded as the
most dangerous part. People overlook, however, the spokes along the
rim. The
spokes
frequently seem
filed from spokes into spikes. These

polishing the brass.

um-

eo

of leather goods

Cross, a

Two

al

then Mark

umbrellas.

ELLE

and

holding

brellas “easily stretch across a sidewalk, leaving no room for passing
from behind, and completely elimnating two-way traffic. Many times a

hs EE EEL

purveyor
ing

RT

store,

from

both

of all are pairs of rookie
holders walking together,

eo

=

clothes

his eyes

Worst
umbrella

ee

with ‘the decor and image. On the
third level, there is Godiva Chocolatier, where one can obtain delicious
chocolate that looks much too good
to eat. Nearby is Eduardo’s, a men’s

2k

RTRSY

continued from page 6

NE
EN
S

exceedingly cute children’s clothing,
and Tennis Lady sells (you guessed
it) tennis clothes for any occasion.On
the bottom level, Natural Cosmetics
sells new and interesting forms of
cosmetics, and will gladly dispense
advice to any browsers. Food in the
Park is limited right now (although
more restaurants will move in soon),

Georgetown Park

to protect

TOT.

piercing jab of the umbrella, but terrifies average pedestrians like myself.
Still more frightening than the
noise of the new automatic umbrella
is the awesome sight of the huge,
multi-colored, wooden-handled golf
umbrella. These umbrellas, usually
carried by a lone person, are big
enough for six. The holder is obviously inexperienced at umbrellaing,
otherwise he would know this massive dome is too big for crowded
sidewalks, unless he is accompanied
by the Pittsburgh Steeler offensive
line (who, incidentally, happen to be
too big to walk together along a
Georgetown
sidewalk anyway.) In
addition, holders of golf umbrellas
often like to twirl them, transforming the umbrella into a massive ter-

PHOTO

BY CHRIS CALLSEN
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holder nears. Looking around,

tion, namely me.
The smug umbrella holders, pleased with themselves because they are
not getting wet, do not raise or tilt
their umbrellas. This provides useful
training for a boxer, bobbing and

I see

me

brella

by Ben Thomas
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Address your hungry moments . . . confront those afterclass ‘blahs’ . . . satisfy your sweet urges . . . or Just give
yourself a break!

These days a trip to the college bookstore can reduce your available funds to
some small change. Luckily, that’s about
all you need to make the one phone call
that can replenish your depleted funds
in a couple of hours. Here's what to do:

Tuesdays thru Thursdays
(Come on weekends, too, at our regular prices)
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cash to you fast by phone.

ONE DOLLAR ($1.00) DISCOUNT
HURS

TUE

SDAYS

I

DAYS

gion T

Piece of Cake

3116 M Street N.W.

1

342-1854
Sunday thru Thursday 11:30 am till midnight
Pridyy

and

Saeiday

Limit one coupon

dia

per customer

up|

1. Call home. Report the situation, and
tell the folks they can get emergency

card. A Western Union Charge Card
Money Order, up to $1,000, will be
flashed to the Western Union office or

agent nearest your emergency.
3. Pick up your money—usually within
two hours—at the local Western Union
office or agent. There are 8,500 nationally, except in Alaska. Conveniently,

about 900 locations are open 24 hours.
It’s that easy.

2 m Ask them to call Western Union's

Be sure to remind your parents about

toll-free
number, 800-325-6000
(in Mis]
!

our toll-free number. It’s all they need to

I

souri, 800-342-6700), anytime, day or
night. They charge the money and ser-

!

vice

fee to

their

MasterCard*

or

VISAt

back you up at the bookstore.
eh
+The VISA

ay VISA International.

Ng

{

Western Union Charge Card Money Order.

EE

—-—_ iii
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Come on down for delectable light lunches, tasty late
suppers . .. try a hearty soup or a steaming hot crisp
quiche . . . for the ‘‘snackers’ . .. sheer titillation . . .
luscious chocolate confections, mouth-watering fruit tarts
. .. doused with mounds of whipped cream . .. a succulent pecan pie (guaranteed to knock your socks off!) And
if this were not enough . . . a soul-rendering rum cake. For
the stoics in the group we offer fresh butter drenched
croissants . . . served with a lovely jam and a robust cup of
expresso . . . all yours for a discount price . . .
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What Are These Fools Doing Up At5:30 a.m
others. Not everyone can organize
his social, school, and crew life and
still get a good
night’s
sleep.”

stern and the knees up at the chest.
The oar is dropped into the water
and then one drives down with the
legs sliding backwards with the back
opening towards the bow at the same
time. The stroke is finished with the
arms pulling into the chest and popping down with the outside hand to
disengage the blade from the water.
The rower pushes away with the
arms, extends the body, and (the release) slowly slides forward on the
seat back up to the catch. Also, at
the release the inside hand snaps the
blade horizontally, and as the oarsman returns to the catch the blade
is slowly turned (feathered) perpendicularly to the water for the next
catch. All this must be done in unison, with everyone pulling at the
same level at up to forty strokes a
minute during a race!
It is a complete team effort. One
person out of sync. really slows the
whole
boat. Also, the hand levels

YE DOMESDAY

BOOKE

Crew also can help other activities.
It wakes Dan Juba up for his computer class. Transfer student Mark
Sullivan says rowing helped get him
in shape to run the Marine Corps
Marathon, and Charlie Semble runs
to help him “mold the steel” (as
head coach Jay Forester puts it) of
the perfect oarsman.
Exactly what does a rower do?
One conjures up images of everything
from slaves pulling oars in a galley to
gondoliers
poling through Venice.
The sport is actually an amazing
combination
of
grace,
balance,
strength,
and
stamina. Although
strength is important, one’s technique and ability to work with the
other guys/girls in the boat are what
makes the difference. The weight
break
for
light/heavy-weight
for
males is around 160 lbs. and 125 for
females, so there’s a class for everyone. Making the body as efficient as
possible
or
“molding
the
steel”
counts a great deal in crew.
The main part of the drive which
moves the oar comes from the legs.
A stroke starts from the catch position with the oarsman’s back and
arms
fully extended
towards
the

COURTESY

a. sleep?
b. roll over, turn off the alarm,
pull
the covers over your head,
and sleep?
c. sit in a boat and get wet?
Those who answered “c” to all
questions would probably like rowing. With this kind of appeal, how
can GURA go wrong? This honest
policy sure hasn’t hurt as there are
more members every year. Why do
the new members start and stay with
crew? Common
themes voiced are
the need to get in shape, the yearning
for a more self-actualizing lifestyle,
and participating in something that
predicates eating well, going to bed,
getting up, and getting your work
done. Varsity rowers and successful
doubles partners Lynne Kosabucki
and Jill Jameson expound upon the
feeling of an escape. “Rowing is so
completely different from any other
daily activity. Being out on the Potomac is about the closest thing to the
wide open spaces that you’ can find
in D.C.”
Transfer student Randy
Ralph on the light-weight squad tried
out because he found it the best collegiate sport for the normal sized athlete.
Do one’s grades suffer from rowing? Most members of the GURA
find that having their time well defined helps them get their work done.
And when you are up at 5S a.m.
you're certainly not going to miss
class! Also, new members speak of
team spirit that’s unlike any other.
Veterans welcome the novices and
are always willing to help out. Often
the varsity members get together on
housing.
Tom
Jones and
Andy
Kreeft,
John
Mattes and
Mike Ferguson,
Chuck Merritt and Tom Donahue,
and Jerome Nolland and Gary Martino, are some of the room/housemates that have done this. They all
feel it helps them get up, and it’s easier to live with other rowers than a
house of people that are up all night.
Most varsity members say the commitment to the other team members
is what keeps them going. After all,
if “We’re all in the same boat” and if
the others can make it to practice, so
can I” As John Mattes put it, “Crew
works for some guys/girls and not for

PHOTO

It’s 5:30 a.m. All the bars have
been closed for at least three hours.
Georgetown
resembles
a defunct
movie sgt at this hour. The bustling
hectic world of M St. is completely
emply, no shoppers, bums, policemen, tourists, or students. As the
sleepy mouth of dawn yawns open to
give us some illumination, we can see
them. The Georgetown students that
make up our crew teams are running
to Thompson's boathouse for practice. It’s 5:45. 5:45 (?!) you say—are
they crazy? If they are, there sure
are a great deal of them. By the time
you add up the coaches, men, and
women who row for us on the heavyweight and light-weight, varsity and
novice squads, you have over a hundred Hoyas. What do they do in this
semi-nocturnal activity, and who are
they?
GURA
is the acronym of the
Georgetown University Rowing Association. Made up of the coaches
and oarsmen (Weberster’s: one who
-rows at the oar), this organization is
unique in many ways. Receiving little
school funding compared to other
sports, the members of GURA pay
dues to meet expenses. Unlike other
teams that have GU vans to go to
games, sleeping accomodations, and
meal allowances, the crew team usually rents their own transporation
and hope some teammate lives in the
city of the race and can put them up
and feed them. (And you thought
they
carried
those
refrigerators
around for fun!) The team members
and coaches do all the work on the
boats to save money.
How does GURA get new members? What happens to the old ones?
At the beginning of the semester
some questions similar to the following were asked at the first meeting
for those interested in rowing:
1) A crewton is
a. a 2,000 pound crew?
b. something crunch in a salad
c. a cretin that rows?
2) If you’re too high should you
a. stop smoking?
b. climb down?
c. come away with your hands level to the catch?
3) On a cold rainy morning, do you
liketo... .

GURA takes to the water before most GU students are even
must be equal or the balance goes,
and both sides pull less efficiently.
One must have the concentration to
do all this perfectly, and the stamina
to do it for miles. What most oarsmen stress is the “heart factor.” “It’s
coming up with that last reserve,
when totally exhausted—or finding a
little more drive to make a turn or
pull ahead when you think there is
none.” These are the factors stressed
by coaches and crew members.
One
can
row
a single, (pair/
double),
(four/squad),
and (eight/
octuple), with the former of the parenthesizes being composed of sweep
rowers, where each person has one
large oar, and the latter skullers with
two smaller oars. The coxswain is
usually used on the bigger (fours and
eights) boats and contrary to popular
belief does not sit there and yell
“STROKE!”
He/she is responsible
for the boat and can make or break a
race by anticipating turns and key
times to “power 10 or 20,” which

means to give it everything you have
for that many strokes. The modern
boats have ‘‘cox boxes” which enable
the coxswain to read out the strokes
per minute and also speak into a
mike through a speaker system so
that other boats in a race can’t hear
the commands.
There are two groups of schools
in crew. The Eastern sprints are the
large, more established teams like the
Ivys that recruit, have their own boathouses, craftsmen to work on the
boats,
and
a completely
schoolfunded program. The Dadvail group,
of which Georgetown is a member,
are no less dedicated but usually are
newer organizations and pay some of
their own bills.
The real crew season isn’t until
May, but the serious teams such as
ours have people starting to row during the summer. In the fall, GURA
competes in the Head of the Charles
in Boston, Head of the Schukill and
the Frostbite in Philadelphia, and
our very own Head of the Potomac,
which took place Sunday, November
1. For the first time only skullers
competed
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distance
alive.
How do you say
close when the one you

with

And thebesttime to

call is when Long Distance
Rates are lowest

If you call Long Dis-

ance anytime between

our

doubles

The Ability Group

2025 I St., N.W. Suite 810
659-7676
223-0808

or less.

hove

Providing, of course,

“What happens after Georgetown
Crew is over?’ Does one pole gondolas around Venice? The fact that
all the coaches are former Georgetown students reflects the dedication
and commitment they put into the
sport. Jay “Mold that Steel” Forrester is the head and varsity heavyweight coach. Pete Lamano coaches
the novice heavy-weights and works
as a lawyer. Greg Carrol coaches the
varsity
lightweights.
Frank- Kaiser
manages Big Wheel Bikes and coaches
the novice lightweights. Jack Nihill,
who is pursuing a career in communications, and John Devlin, an accountant, are the women’s coaches.
They are a great bunch of guys—they
must be to have all those Hoyas coming to see them six days a week at
5:45am.

Serving Washington’s Student Community
Since 1978

"Po he

| you dial directanywh

meters.

® 20% STUDENT DISCOUNT

11 pm.and 8am, all day
Saturday or until 5 p.m.
Sunda ay, you can visit up to

20 minutes for $3.84

coming

in third, and the coaches rowing an
octuple! The head races are usually
three miles in length. The boats
start every ten seconds and race for
the best time. During the winter the
Hoyas lift weights and run. In the
spring regattas the boats all start at
once and basically sprint for 1500
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loves far away?
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"Get your claws off my
Pilot pen. See... | don't
get no respect”

you use.

So callwhenit’s less.
And reach out to someone

special.

Show how much

you care.

§ C&P Telephone

“People have
a hunger for
my Pilot Fineliner because they're always
fishing for a fine point pen
that writes through carbons. And
Pilot charges only 79¢ for i.
People get their hands on it and

forget it's my pen. So | don’t get no respect! | don’t make out anysbetter
with my Pilot Razor Point. It writes whip-cream smooth
a
with an extra fine line, its metal collar helps keep
the point from going squish—so people
love it. For only 89¢ they

should buy their own pen=
and show some respect for my

al

:

property.”

fine point marker pens
People fake to a Pilot like it's their own.
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Jarreau Breaks Out; ‘Queen Releases Their Operatic Best
gives a good overview of the best of
the many Queen worlds.
Queen has tastefully decided to
concentrate mostly on the operatic
aspect of their nature on this album.
I say tastefully, not because I don’t
_ like their harder stuff, but because
the Live Killers album emphasized
that style. The only real rockers on
this record are “Keep Yourself Alive,”
the group’s first single, and “We Will
Rock
You.”
half
of
the

Jarreau
by Ted Manning
HOYA Staff Writer
© With the release of Breakin’ Away
Al Jarreau has made one leap out of
semi-obscurity. The jazz vocalist and
‘songwriter, heretofore better in concert than on record, and not very
widely known as a result, has channelled his efforts into the studio and
come up with his best album ever.

platinum-selling”
Champions”/“We

Jarreau’s evolution as a musician

of his exceptional vocal range and his

Queen is

sed, by his vocal techniques; The Rolling Stone Record Guide describes
his earlier compositions as ‘rarely
more than a flashy weave of passable
soul
fundamentals.”
The
wild |
exuberant way Jarreau sang his songs
"was infinitely more exciting than the
songs
themselves,
and
similarly,
Jarreau’s presence tended to eclipse
that of the supporting members of
his group, on record and in concert.
Breakin’ Away retains enough of
those vocal/instrumental acrobatics
to amaze the listener, and Jarreau
proves himself still capable of extending himself over his complete
vocal range, but in a way that does
more credit to his voice. When Jarreau hits a crescendo
he sounds

still king.

wanna feel the fire, power, and all I
can dream of,” which are set to one
of the album’s catchiest tunes. Jarreau has the horn section blasting
right alongside him.
“Easy” is the album’s strongest
track in that it combines magnificent
scatting (jazz singing with nonsense
syllables) with coherent lyrics and a
fullbodied musical score. The song’s
high point comes when Jarreau rips
through “Let your love ring out/Let
my loving in to stay/Ain’t it easy?,”
scats for a few measures—melodically, with control, without detracting
from the score—and sits out during a
piercing

Larry

Williams

there

is

which

a
TE
ad a

—

like a talented gutsy singer giving it
everything he’s got, whereas before
his musical peaks were reminiscent of
the sound
of someone practicing
yoga.
Jarreau has also enhanced the
quality of his music by allowing his
~ fellow musicians to make a contribution instead of competing with them
for attention. He and his co-writers

Jarreau

this time

a

big

push

where

he

needs

are

an

integral

part

of

it,

3

and “Our Love”

are

Asst. Arts Editor

few

rock

really

winds

up
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nasal twang.
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ground schools on Jan. 4 and Jan: 27. From $99 per
person. Free brochure at Saxa Sundries and Vital Vittles
or call 703/525-2906. CLIP THIS AD!!!
¢

Beautiful, Fresh-Cut Scotch Pine,
White Pine, Fir

CHRISTMAS TREES
along with

FRESH FRUITS and
ORGANIC VEGETABLES
Tues., Dec. 8th and Sat., Dec. 12th through Sun., Dec. 20th,
10 A.M. TILL 8 P.M., at the corner of 37th and 0 St., N.W.

Blaze a trail through untracked powder.
Ride out the longest run in the American
Rockies. Hotdog a field of moguls. Or cruise
down a wide friendly snowbowl.
Stop dreaming about it and do it. The
price of the white stuff isn’t as steep as you

11)

©

think.

Continental offers a wide variety of airfares and economical vacation packages to
the greatest names in Rocky Mountain skiing.

by the Corp.

EL PASOOEr

We can lift you onto the hill in no time
with nonstop flights to Denver. And easy
connections to Grand Junction, Colorado
Springs and Salt Lake City.
So sharpen your edges and fill your
bota bag. Then see your travel agent or call
Continental at 628-6666. Beyond the Suburban Washington, D.C. area (800) 525-0280.
Or visit our ticket office at 1830 K Street
N.W. We're your best lift to the slopes.

CONTINENTAL

SLEEPY CREEK FARM
Berkley Springs, W. Va.
Sponsored
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Weekend packages to W.Va. in January and February.
Valentine’s 3-day trip. Lodging, X-C lessons, pre-trip

all from
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IN ACTIVE SPORTS,
A NICE REMINDER
OF THE LORD'S HELP
silk-screened

free tickets to see Columbia Pictures’ Release of NEIGHBORS
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nice if the listener could enjoy Jarreau’s elaborate breathing as much as

Jarreau exudes enthusiasm, moving
jubilantly through lyrics such as “I

The first 5 people to return this ad to the HOYA office in Copley
basement on Wednesday, December 9th, 1981, 1 — 3 p.m., will win

SALT LAKE}

thing like one of Kool and the Gang’s

were writ-

X

The backbone of the ruling family.

edi

funk chants speeded up. Basically,
this song is included as an opportunity for Jarreau to indulge in his
scatting. It doesn’t matter that the
lyries are sketchy, but it would be

ten by the songwriting team of Al
Jarreau,
Tom
Canning
and
Jay

would

CONTINENTAL
GIVES YOU MORE RUNS
FOR YOUR MONEY.

falsetto

It is hard to convey

excess

Famous NEIGHBORS
Photo Quiz

groups so out-

spoken about their success as Queen.
It is a rare vocalist who could, with
a straight face, belt out the line, “We
are the champions/Of the world.”
But Freddy Mercury is no ordi-

Jarreau makes the words “Does anyone wanna go waltzing in the garden?” resemble the sound of a jaw
harp, but he does. The song ends
with another minute of Jarreau’s
making
incredible noises with his
very fleshy lips; these sound some-

reau’s musical verve and style.
Side One contains five jazzy popsoul numbers. The most solid of
these,
“Closer
to
Your
Love,”

“Easy,”

louder

There

ing the oft-repeated chorus, and the
trumpets blare simultaneously, giving
this number true “punch.”
“Roof Garden” starts off slowly,
saved only by Jarreau’s intriguing

and occasionally trail off completely
to allow Jarreau to set the mood as
he sees fit. To an extent barely imaginable before, the horn, string, keyboard, guitar and synthesizer arrangements

louder and

and belts out “Breakin” Away’

around to the relative, strengths of
the vocal and instrumental tracks.
The backing arrangements weave in
and out of Jarreau’s melodies, sometimes carry the tune, often give Jarreau

projects

HOYA

each time he hits the chorus.
Side one is filled out by “My Old
nary vocalist, and’ Queen is no ordiFriend” and “We’re in this Love To‘nary group. With an eclectic combigether,” the hit single which first
nation of hard and soft rock, theatricaused the album’s big sales. These
cal and operatic rock, pop, ballads,
numbers were written by two sets of
and funk to its credit, Queen has
“outsiders,” which perhaps explains
managed to create a situation where
their
explicitly
mushy,
nostalgic
lyrical content and the syrupy-sweet . few people like all of their music,
but few can say that they don’t
arrangements.
Two
of the
most
like any of it.
vapid, predictable tunes Al Jarreau
has ever graced with his beautiful
This
naturally
holds
true
for
voice, they, like most other Top
Queen’s Greatest Hits. There is such
a wild variety of material on this
Forty material, sound great at first
record that it is almost difficult to
but after ten or so listenings lose
their appeal.
believe that it is all done by the same
Side Two is a bit more “experigroup. Musical cohesion has never
mental” than Side One, but. quite
been a Queen forte, but this album
listenable,
starting
with the title
track. The bass and string arrangements are pretty uninteresting, but

Tops in Jazz.

attention

he

This

Win passes to see NEIGHBORS
by entering . . .
Columbia Pictures’

by Chris Midura,

“Our Love” is memorable for its
powerful build-up from start to finnothing to sustain the song musically
except
Jarreau’s
awesome
Voice,

special

Queen

synthesizer

because

excess.

make practically any other group look:
ludicrous, but Queen (and especially
the bizzare persona of one Freddy
Mercury) can make it work.
There are many such songs on this
album: “Killer Queen,” from Sheer
Heart Attack, ‘Fat Bottomed Girls,”
and “Bicycle Race,” from Jazz, and
“Flash,” the theme song from the’
soundtract of the film Flash Gordon.
The two that I like the most are
“Bohemian Rhapsody,” from 4 Night
At the Opera, the definitive Queen
album, and “Under Pressure,” a new
single recorded with David Bowie.
This
odd
matchup
produces
a
predictably odd but pleasing result.
And that rounds out this royally

Cahn in 1953. This is downbeat, with
a compelling swinging rhythm; the
string arrangement
is silkysmooth
and, thankfully, Jarreau indulges in
no scatting at all which could spoil
the pretty melody; he just relies on
his pretty voice.

out.

particularly

visual

“We
Are
the
Will Rock You”

Vs

written by Gend de Paul and Sammy

solo.
He
then
continues
to tear
through the chorus until the fade-

ish,

have paid

“Round, Round, Round” is Jarreau’s relentless rendition of Dave
Bruebeck’s “Blue Rondo a la Turk”
(Jarreau has added words). The frenzied pace of Jarreau’s scatting has to
be heard to be believed. The final cut
is “Teach Me Tonight,” originally

pretentious set of songs by four educated British businessmen. But what
the hell, indulgence for its own sake
can be fun. Queen makes sure of
that.

In concert, Queen
is a much
louder, more powerful group than in
the studio, but their theatrics reveal
the group’s intention: to be different
by employing musical,” vocal, and

pair.
In the pop vein is “You're My
Best Friend,” a light, bouncy John
Deacon (the bassist) tune, along with
“Crazy Little Thing Called Love,”
and “Play the Game,” two of the
three singles off the platinum Game
to.
LP. There is also “Somebody
Love,” from A Day At The Races, a
nice song, but not nearly as compelling as “Tie Your Mother Down,”
which was not included in this set.
Queen’s biggest selling single in
the U.S. was, unfortunately,‘ Another
One Bites the Dust,” which made
its impact
through
massive radio
overkill on top-40 and soul stations

explains 'his new-found commercial
appeal. Before Breakin’ Away a rela-:
tively small group of devotees was
prepared to listen to Jarreau because
uncanny ability to simulate almost
any horn or reed instrument. Yet his
songwriting skills were often surpas-

throughout the country. Suffice it to
that I hate this song, but then I
don’t go much for the genre either,
and that’s more a reflection of my
preferences than of the quality of
the song.

The Proud Bird
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Joseph Walker in the spring of this
year, and the recently performed

BTE to Present the

For

Colored

Girls

who

Have

Con-

sidered Suicide When the Rainbow is
Enuf by Ntozake Shange.

Mighty Gents

Tonight at 8 p.m. and Sunday at
3 p.m. the Ensemble will present
The Mighty Gents in the Hall of
Nations. Tickets maybe purchased at
the door for $2.50.
suprises in a film already chockfull of surprises. Luckily, neither
the film nor audience takes his
menacing
grin
or greedy, face
seriously.
is
The late actor Robert Shaw
provides perhaps the most interesting performance in the film.
He plays “the mark,” the wealthy,
uncaring ganster-type who winds
up getting “stung.” The limp and
Irish brogue that he brings to the
Doyle Lonnigan character makes
him seem all the more real, all
the more alive, all the more intimidating.
With
a portrayal like
Shaws’, the audience feels all that |
much better when Lonnigan begins to get burned.
The Sting won both the Best
Picture Academy Award and the
Best Director. George Roy Hill
had previously been nominated
for directing Butch Cassidy and
The Sundance Kid, which also
starred
Redford
and Newman,
as well as Katherine Ross.
It has been announced that
now, years after the original, or
sequel has gone into production.
Hill is not directing. Redford and
Newman
have
declined
to reappear. Instead, The Next Sting
will feature Mac Davis and Jackie
Gleason (?). If you haven’t seen

GU’s Black Theater Ensemble is
an independent theater group sponsored by the SAC. The group was
founded in 1980 and has presented
four productions in its attempt to
fulfill the need
for black drama
within the campus and the community. The four productions to date
have been successful both aesthetically and

financially.

Previous

For Colored

Girls... . highlighted the acting talents of the GU
Angeles,

e Classads eo
Crazy

Christmas,

Posarelli,

Andy,

Aunt Embee and Uncle Tim, and
Gator (who is not an informer)!

Here's to our happy

home,

cially during exams...

espe-

Love, RR

Rolling Stones Tickets. Pairs for 7th

and 8th. Call 333-9039 or 337-4731
or 333-9047.
Typing—Rush, professional, accurate. Arlington area, off Wilson Boulevard.
Reasonable
rates.
534-

4686

CA

Black Theatre Ensemble.

(213) 477-

90025.

3

Fast, accurate typing. No job too
big, all types of papers and assignments. Low prices, location convenient to campus. Call Sandi, 4674333, 9-5 p.m.

Buenos Aires $1147. RT's from
Washington: Nairobi $1280; Lagos

$1260; Lima $550; Abidian $1335;
Manila $1050; Hong Kong $925;
Bombay
$1150;
Tokyo
$1085.
Other Orient, Africa, So. America.
Whole Earth 202-265-7100. 1700
Conn. Ave. N.W., Suite 400, Washington, D.C. 20009.
Improve Your Grades! Research
catalogue - 306 pages - 10,278
topics. Rush $1.00 Box 25907C Los

Student Dental School supplies,
over $5000 value. Half price for all

469-8768.
The Spanish House and The Spanish Club cordially invite you to
a lecture presenting Dr. Robert Fox,
Senior Social Analyst, Inter-American Development Bank. Topic: Latin American Demographic Future.
Population projections, Urbanism,
and: Labor Force. Palms Lounge,
December 4, 1981 at 6:00 p.m. Reception to follow.

Best
Ski
Trips!!
SUGARLOAF,
MAINE! %-%; 1/9-1/15; 5) days
lifts; 5 nights. LUXURY Condo; parties: $174.00 pp-$215.00 pp; Bus:
$50.00 pp (NY, Philly; D.C. pickups) Pat 622-2415 ANYTIME.

Apartment for Rent. Off Wisconsin
in Georgetown, convenient to G.U.
Occupancy immediately. .Decem-

ber 1 or January

Math Tutoring— Prepare for exams
with calculus tutor who taught at
University of Chicago. References
available. Reasonable fee. David,
546-8353.

1. Call Laura at

SKI VACATION
Don’t Miss Out on all the fun—ski at
KILLINGTON, VT: the best ski resort on the east coast. 5 days—
slopeside condominiums, lift tickets, all for only $169! Cail Francoise
342-2487 or Val 333-5496 for more
information.
Deposit needed
by
Dec. 10.

338-7421.

lke Jackets
Other

for Sale,

military

$5 and

clothing

in

izational brunch, Sunday, Dec. 6.
Healy Program Room. 10:30 A.M.
Everyone invited.

8226.

up.

available.

Call 569-6663.
Apartment for Rent. Female grad
student. Alban Towers. Convenient
—GUTS bus outside building. Occupancy January 1. Call Ann at
342-2331.

Sign Language Volunteers needed

Lisa at 333-1410.

for interpreting on
at G.U.
Hospital.
please come to the
fice (Main Hospital
625-2601.
Thank
needed support.

We're not just chicken soup, we're
bagels too. Come to a UJA Organ-

Do you speak Arabic? and can you
contribute a few hours a week to in-

Part-Time Office Help. 16 Hours/
wk. at $4/hr. Flexible schedule. Duties to include phone, typing, office
errands, filing. Berkus Group. Call

performances have been

Who’s Got His Own in the spring of
’80, A Day of Absence by Douglas
Turner Ward and Shades of Blue,
an original black poetry
arrangement by Paul Bernard (GU student
and
one of the BTE’s founders)

an on-call basis
If interested,
Volunteer's Of-|
Building) or call
you
for your

the

fall,

The

River

Niger

The Sting
December 4 & 5
Med

Young
paraplegic doctor needs
morning help at home near university Saturday and Sunday 9 a.m. to
noon. Call 244-0747.

in Inter-

national Development is seeking a
volunteer to provide staff assistance to the work of the Coalition.
In return, the volunteer will gain career training, experience for entry
or re-entry into the job market. Responsibilities require skills in communications, research and administration. Interest and/or experience
in Interest and/or experience in in-

ternational affairs is desirable. For

Retail

growing quality photo lab: seeks
full-time, permanent managers for
photo retail stores. Photographic
background needed. Full company
benefits. Colorfax Labs, 622-4867,
EOE;

original,

now’s

ma

I
:
i

My Rosslyn Nautilus

A.

Can rejuvenate student
bodies.
B. Is so close | can go
between classes.
C. Gives me special student
discounts.
D. All of the above.

Rosslyn

Filmess
Nautilus

designs

for men and women

programs

to build

4719 Wilson Blvd. in Rosslyn, VA
Just across Key Bridge from GU.

L

ER
J

ET

I

EE

em

THE

University of Dominica
Schools of Medicine
and Veterinary Medicine

%¢

Accepting applications for programs beginning in
March and Jiily 1982 leading to the MD and DVM
degrees. and the Doctor of Philosophy degree in the
fields of Epidemiology, Anatomy and Microbiology.
Direct inquiries to:

Carribbean Admissions, Inc. 16 West 32 St
(6th Floor) New York, N.Y. 10001 or Dean R.
Cuadrado, University of Dominica, P.O. Box 266,
Roseau, Commonwealth of Dominica. Windward

\\

We've developed a unique new
formulation of superfine ferrite crystal oxide particles. And while that's a
mouthful to say, it delivers an earful
of results.
i

i

i
i
i
i
i

results.

A highly biased opinion,

I

In:

LSAT
GRE

REVIEW
REVIEW

GMAT

REVIEW

TOEFL

REVIEW

SPEED

READING

We offer:
A

Memorex will always
deliver true sound

"1. Low Cost
2. Quality Instruction

Ready? Get a Memorex
HIGH BIAS Il Cassette for *1°0

3. Convenient Locations
4. Nightly & Weekend

Send us this coupon with $1.00 check or money order payable to
“Memorex,” and we'll send you a HIGH BIAS 11 C-90 (sugg. retail price

Courses

5. Small Classes or Tutoring

$5.99). Mail to: MEMOREX, P.O. Box 2899, Reidsville, NC 27322.
Note: HIGH BIAS ll tapes are designed for exclusive use on recorders with a
Type Il (Cr0,) setting.
Usual tape brand

Name

|
|
I

Street
:

reproduction. Or we'll replace it. Free.
So trust your next recording
to new
Memorex. In HIGH BIAS II, normal
bias MRX | or METAL IV.
As a discriminating tape user,
you'll have a high opinion of the

In fact, new

Singers ring out more clearly.
Snare drums snap and cymbals

Transeman tics.

Courses

ORENIEA
EVE RES

HIGH BIAS II.

from

A

shimmer with startling crispness.
Even quiet passages sound
clearer. Because new Memorex
HIGH BIAS Il has 4 to 5dB lower
noise. Which means dramatically
reduced tape hiss.
And thanks to Permapass;™ our
extraordinary new binding process,
the music you put on the tape stays
on the tape. Play after play,
even after 1,000 plays.

Islands, West indies

Get the competitive edge

ET

High bias tape is specially formulated to deliver remarkably improved
sound reproduction, particularly in
the higher frequencies.
And no high bias tape does that
better than totally new Memorex

State

City
LIMIT ONE
coupon
[nN

may

PER

PERSON.

not be
NN

mechanically
NN

§

ip.

Offer void
NN

re

1
§N

§N

§

and

must
§B

ac:

1

NN

NN

>
§N

N

© 1981, Memorex Corporation, Santa Clara, California 95052, U.S.A

§

§N

WN

98:
NF

WwW

§N

|

NOW MORE THAN EVER
WEASK:ISITLIVE ORISIT

Ye
—°

MEMOREX

good

Fitness Center:

flexibility, strength, muscle tone, cardio. vascular health and to aid weight control.
Test yourself! Call 524-0000 fora free trial workout. Open 7 days a week.

If you think “high bias” is
diser imination against tall people,
you're not ready for New Memorex.

as

chance as any, and if you have,
it’s almost as good the second time.

My body is:
A. Not in danger of being
mistaken for.a sex object.
B . Kept under wraps
at all times.
C. Afraid of mirrors.
D. Any or all of the above.

7

Good

the

this is a test.

Managers—Rapidly

Rolling Stones Tickets—2
Seats. Best Offer. 337-6926

8:00 p.m.

Student Bodies, |

L:

further information, contact: Maria
Riley 3700 13th Street, N.E. Washington,
D.C.
20017,
telephone
(202) 6835-2757

Photo

LA-6,

Concluding an. excellent SEC
semester schedule this weekend is
~ George Roy Hill's The Sting, a
period study of a couple of drifters
during the depression, played with
style and wit by mega-stars Robert
Redford
and Pual Newman.
A
cross between a romp and a serious
drama,
the
film supports
both stars’ uplifting personality,
and adds the acting talents of a
large variety of character actors.
Together, cast and director create
a fun, exciting, and entertaining
motion picture.
Charles Durning adds zest and
flair as a local cop. who is trying to
bust Redford before he loses sight
of him. He provides a number of

by

terpret? If so, GU Hospital needs
you. For more information, please
contact Ellen DeFraites at 6252444. Thank you for your needed
support.

The Coalition for Women

School,

Please Call: 362-7386
The Director of Reading and
9 am. - 5 p.m. Mon-Fri.

Study Skills

Transemantics, Inc.

Communication Skills Division
5151 Wisconsin Ave, NW.
Washington, D.C. 20016
\
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Buckingham Goes Solo In a Big Way
wv

by Chris Midura
HOYA

Asst. Arts Editor

Lindsey Buckingham, lead guitarist and de facto leader of Fleetwood
Mac, has just released his first solo
effort, entitled Law and Order. Buckingham
has
truly
gone
solo; he
arranges, plays, and sings virtually
everything himself.
Law

Sexual Response gets a rise out of the audience.

HSR Appears at 9:30
by Ed O'Neill
HOYA

Staff Writer

Washington’s
9:30
club,
THE
hangout for D.C. punks and Georgetown’s alienated intellectual elite, recently vibrated to the compelling
Art-Nouveau Wave Music of Human

Sexual Response.
HSR, a Boston-based band, blended four singers, three instrumentalists,
and a taste for the bizarre into one of
the

‘most

satisfying

live

‘a.

rich

set,

their

deeply

HSR’s

matter,

the

The curse of the daughter/ Hovers
over the father/ And drops like a
plague/ Swells up and .festers/ The
vengence of Zeus/ Is now Clytemnestra’s..).
Mercifully, HSR is veering away
from
songs. like the former. The
band’s second
LP, “In a Roman
Mood,” reflects this change, molding
poetry, harmony, and electric wizardry into music that moves your mind
as well as your body.

or

as

something

that

have been done better and more professionally with people who are accustomed to playing the instruments
used. I myself prefer to look at the
idea behind the music as well as the
music itself, and for this reason, I
like this album.
One song, “Trouble,” has had a
fair amount of radio airplay. Like
the rest of the album, it is light,

leather

and lace

Trivia fans will be happy to know
that HSR
picked
up their name
from the book of the same title by
Master’s and Johnson. Lead singer,
Larry Bangor, explained, “It’s nice
to see something a little cumbersome and obscure become a bestseller.”

HSR

is

first

certainly

album,

no

at

tempo

tune

cumber-

obtain

a brass

some, a seven person line-up is bound
to cause creative clashes. Between

- guitar.

best...”

As

for

“New

longer

being

Wave

in which

section

he

attempts

effect

with

to

a

If you don’t listen to Law and
them they claim to be influenced by * Order expecting Fleetwood Mac sophistication, you will probably enjoy
just about everyone from Gustav
it. Buckingham sums it up himself:
Mahler to Iggy Pop. However, a large
“In terms of atmosphere, the atpart of FHSR’s success comes from
tempt of many of these songs was to
those rough edges. When a band loses
achieve a throwback sound, a rethat joyous enthusiasm of real creatijection of the 1981 ‘state of the art’
vity and becomes too polished, it
in favor of a sound maybe less
loses its appeal. (When was the last
correct technically
but far richer
“times you really wanted to listen to
aesthetically.”

aethes/i al Blondie?) Ab

by

It’s like, wow, man.

For All Those People Who Love to Party...
THIS WILL BE THE

LAST TIME THIS SEMESTER

PARTY!

melodic, undemanding pop. On Law

HSR’s

were

bedecked
guests still throbbed to
charming little ditties like “Dick and
Jane” “See
Jane ride; Ride Jane
ride; See Spot come; Come come
come ... —as
well as the somewhat
more
profound,
‘House
of
s”—“Every+
“fresh
ach
fie sifiiispins
4
?
Ni

statement,

its

flux

lost on the crowd, as the 9:30’s
sound system was no match for their
combined vocal onslaught.
‘Little

in

greatest as-

electronic

moving

start

lyrics,

this

backround.

Unfortunatley,

its

obscure, even (urp) People Magazine
got around
to calling Figure 14,

shows

while Chris Machlachlan on bass and
Malcolm Travis on drums beat out a
truly demonic

got

and
Order,
tricky
arrangements,
instrumentation, and hard rock are
all but absent. If you can excuse the
expression “Southern California Mellow,” it applies to this music.
Other interesting points on the album
are
“September
Song,”
cowritten
in the
30s
by
Maxwell
Anderson and Kurt Weill (who also
co-wrote ‘Alabama Song (Whiskey
Bar)” which appeared on the Doors’
first album),
and
Buckingham’s °
“Johnny
Stew,”
a humorous up-

side of 14th Street.
Musically, HSR hasbeen a bit of a
phenomenon. When was the last time
you heard harmony, good harmony,
from a New Wave band? Instrumentally,
Rich
Gilbert’s
lead
guitar
screamed

Order

much the same way as Paul McCartney’s first album: it was an individual affair, made with distinctly lowtech ' equipment,
in
surroundings
more conducive to creativity than a
huge recording studio. Buckingham
describes it this way: “It was started
in February ’81 in a small storeroom
in Burbank, using minimal equipment—just a multi-track recorder, a
small console and a couple of mikes.”
Also like McCartney’s, this record
could be looked at one of two ways—
as a simple, straightforward, personal

4

Human

and

Where

BEFORE

EXAMS

at?

TO

REALLY.

:

“The Battle of the D.J.s”
Howard University, Georgetown University
American University, Maryland University
Shoot it out to see who's the baddest among the
Washington area schools in getting people to party!
Time:9 p.m.-2 a.m.
;

Date: Sat., Dec. 5th 1981
Place: Georgetown University’s New South Cafeteria
Tickets: $5.00 in Advance, $6.00 at the Door
Ticket Info: Peter Horne 342-9520, Rm. 525, Loyola

“Come Support Your College”
Don’t Miss It,

Because You Will Definitely Hear About It!

HD

“THhig Weekend Only!

‘Concert Survey

GEORGETOWN
UNIVERSITY
THEATRE
MASK AND BAUBLE
DRAMATIC SOCIETY

The SEC, which presented
the Pretenders, Dave Mason,

and

Jerry Garcia, is planning
Gaston concerts for next semester.

Presents

| A @hristmas Carp

Please check each performance you
would attend ($8-10).

[] Bonnie Raitt

[] Stephen Stills

[J Pat Metheny

[1 Arlo Guthrie

[J Chuck Mangione

[0 David Bromberg

[J Spyro Gyra

[J] Earl Klugh

TONIGHT: 8:00 P.M.
SATURDAY: 2:00 P.M. and
8:00 P.M.

SUNDAY: 2:00 P.M.

STAGE Ill, POULTON

HALL

CHRISTMAS COMES TO
GEORGETOWN!

| {

Return surveys to Student Activities Office.

/

:
|
Page 12
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Bausch

& Lomb

soft SPECIAL
CONTACTS
$110
STUDENT RATE
INCLUDED:Examination,

instructions:

Care
)

$80.00

kit. Six-month ~ follow-up
Unlimited warranty.

care.

DISCOUNT for Students

O on complete pair of glasses

EDMONDS

lg, Co yupe

VISION CENTER

Call 223-3601

1819
K St.NW

Dr. Michael Khalil/417 King Street/Alexandria

1

BlowDry.............. .. Reg. $15.00

Onlywithcoupon |. ......... . $12.00

1054 31st Street

offer Is only good

2

with valid ¢g.u. Id.

no minimum

Open 9 a.m. till 7:30 p.m.

expires pDec.22,1981

(Slightly longer hair extra)
Canal Square Bldg.

special

kinky

Monday thru Thursday Only! Introductory
Offer for Men and Women. Shampoo cut and

No Appointment Necessary

b:

COPIES

fitting, training, and

refund if not satisfied in 60 days.

20 o/

Kinkeo’s

|

Phone: 337-2800

Walter

3409 M Street
-at Key Bridge

n,
D.C.
Washingto20007

(202) 965.1414

STYOENT DISCOUNT...
10% OFF ‘TO ALL STUDENTS WITH PRO PER
UNIVERSITY 1D CARDS. PAULA'S BOUTIQUE
FEATURES UNIQUE EASTERN FASHIONS
THAT ARE BEAUTIFUL, COMFORTABLE,
FEMININE + REASONABLY PRICED.
WE

HAVE

A

WIDE

SELECTION

COTTON + EMBROIPERED
FROM INDIA, PAKISTAN

OF

IMPORTS
+ MEXICO.

# RAISE MONEY FOR YOUR UNIVERSITY
ORGANIZATION GIVING AN
EASTERN

rh paula’

#-boutiqie
Xo
o =

1418 H STREET Nw
ASH. D.c.20005 ~~ 202-347-7220

oN

We're not just
chicken soup...
We're bagels, too.
COME TO A UJA ORGANIZATIONAL BRUNCH, SUNDAY
DEC. 6, HEALY PROGRAM
ROOM, 10:30 A.M.
EVERYONE INVITED!

Oh, those holiday
GUILT LETTERS!
Don’t throw them away.
I'll pay $25 if used in publication.
(Names withheld)
Send letters to:
DM, 2230 Ocean St.,
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
Unused letters returned with selfaddressed, stamped envelope.

Happy Holidays!
Radio Shack
Georgetown Park
965-7440

™
primp

~
GH SE

OPEN EVERY: NIGHT

\

Wisconsin

K Sts. N.W.
333-2897

PRESENTS

&

IN CONCERT

GREAT LIVE
ROCK & ROLL
EVERY WEEKEND!
FREE ADM. 8-9 P.M.

Sun., Nov. 22,8 & 11 p.m.

Adm. $5

Atlantic Recording Artist

KIX
Mon.,

!

Dec. 7,8 & 11 p.m.

Adm. $4

ROBBIN THOMPSON

BAND

Tues., Dec. 8,8 & 11 p.m.
Adm. $6

NRBQ

Thur., Dec.

10, 9 p.m.

Adm. $6

THE ROMANTICS

Sun., Dec. 13, 9 p.m.
Adm. $5.50

THE CRAMPS

“wy

Sun., Dec. 27 to New Year's Eve

THE NIGHTHAWKS

BUSCH. The official beer of The Charlie Daniels Band.
© Anheuser-Busch, Inc.

St. Louis, Mo

Have a healthy & happy
holiday season from
everyone at

. The Bayou
TICKETS AT TICKETRON
AND THE BAYOU
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The Great Alaskan Wipeout

It Was No Thanksgiving For These Hoyas in Alaska.....
by Tom Begley
HOYA Staff Writer
The pre-season polls looked good.
The AP and UPI said No. 5. Sports
Illustrated said No. 5. Playboy declared “Georgetown is No. 1.” Everybody predicted that the Hoyas would
be one of the top teams in the U.S.
To start the season, Washington's
national powerhouse traveled to Anchorage, Alaska for the Great Alaskan Shootout. The Washington Post
predicted that no other team in the
tournament
was
comparable
to
Georgetown
and
that the Hoyas
would breeze easily to victory and a
tournament championship. However,
this was not to be the case as the
Hilltoppers were upset twice on the
sixth
place
way
to a miserable
finish.
The first and major shock of the
weekend came in the opener against
the Ragin’ Cajuns of Southwestern
Louisiana.

The

Cajuns,

noted

for

rr
NY
|W
em?
ppt
ym
at pi

points,

and

another

freshman,

An-

thony Jones, opened up with 10
points. All looked well again for the
Hilltoppers.
But as soon as the Hoyas appeared
on-track, they fell back into the
doldrums
in
their finale
against
Ohio State. The first half was characteristic of good
Hoya basketball.
With
good
ball
control and
patience, GU had opened up a nine-

point

lead

by halftime

with solid

and good shot selection. The second
half was not quite “characteristic.”
Coach Thompson’s squad went flat—
very flat. The offense became virtually nonexistent and the defense allowed a 17-2 rally by the Buckeyes
to wipe out a 13 point lead with six
minutes remaining. After failing to
keep the ball with a 46-45 advantage,
guard Larry Huggins sank a 20-foot
shot with four seconds to play to

coast. While these names are only
speculative, don’t be surprised to

by Wade Malone
HOYA

Staff Writer

see

The 1981-82 basketball season
hasn’t even started yet, but the
recruitment of this year’s H.S. prep
stars is already underway. Losing
six
players
to
graduation,
the
Hoyas’ recruiting efforts will be
crucial to continuing the tradition
of the Blue and Gray.
:
Coach Thompson’s teams have
traditionally had a local flavor, with
nine of the current players from the
District and surrounding area. It
can be expected that Coach Thompson and his staff will again be
looking to local talent to strengthen
the Hoya roster.
The following are some of the
top schoolboy
prospects in the
Washington area, and along the East

one

or

two

of

them

play-

‘ing major college basketball come
next year. They include:
Len Bias (6’7” forward, Hyatts-

ville,

Md.),

Wardell

Curry

(6°3”

guard, Fort Defiance, Va.), Johnny
Dawkins (6’2” guard, Washington,
D.C.), Tony George (6’3” guard,
East Orange, N.J.), Sonny Hicks
(5’6”
guard,
Washington,
D.C.),
Tim Kempton (6’8” forward, Oyster
Bay, N.Y.), Andre McCloud (6’5”
forward, Washington, D.C.), Lloyd
Moore (6’9” center/forward, Clairton, Pa.), Ernie Myers (6’4’’ guard,
New York, N.Y.), Dominic Pressley
(6’3”’, Washington, D.C.), Harold
Pressley (6°7 forward, Uncasville,
Ct.), Bill Thompson (6’7” forward,
Camden,
N.J.),
Darryl
Webster

make the final score OSU 47, GU 46.
Several noteworthy points are to
be
mentioned:
1) After a solid
opener against SW
Louisiana (18
pts.), Eric “Sleepy” Floyd went into a horrible slump in the next two
contests
(9
and
8
points),
not the type of performance one
would expect from an All-American.
2) The main problem of rebounding
that plagued the team last year was
also a factor in Alaska as they were
beaten
by both SWL
and lowly
Alaska-Anchorage on the boards. 3)
The sole win over the host club is
not that fantastic when one looks
at the fact that Alaska-Anchorage
is only an NCAA Division 1I club.
All in all, the tournament was a
disaster. Coach Thompson says that

it will take a while for the team to
blend, but let’s hope it doesn’t take
too long. The polls now say No. 20—
and that should be considered a gift.

SW Louisiana 70, Georgetown 61
Rajun’ Cajuns (70): Turner 9 5-6 23,
Collins 0 2-2 2, Brown 6 4-4 16, Rob-

inson 0 0-0 0, Allen 2 1-1 5, Warner
8 0-0 16, Gay 2 4-4 8. Totals: 27 1617 70.
Hoyas (61): Kaull 0 0-0 0, Jones 2 00 4, Brown 0 0-0 0, Floyd 9 0-1 18,
Martin 0 0-0 0, Blaylock 1 0-0 2, E.
Smith 8 0-0 16, Ewing 3 1-3 7, Hancock 4 2-2 10, Spriggs 2 0-0 4. Totals:
29 3-6 61.
:

Fouled out: Ewing. Total Fouls: SWL
9, GU 18. Halftime: SW Louisiana 35,
Georgetown 25. Attendance-3,600.
Georgetown 77, Alaska-Anchorage 67
Hoyas (77): Kaull 0 0-0 0, Jones 5 01 10, Brown 0 4-7 4, Floyd 2 5-8 9,
Martin 2 0-0 4, Blaylock 0 0-0 0, E.

Smith 4 5-7 13, Ewing 3 11-14 17,

Hancock 5 0-0 10, Spriggs 1 1-2 3.
Totals: 23 31-44 77.
Seawolves (67): Farris 7 2-3 16, Kul-

per 1 4-4 6, Abegglen 2 0-0 4, Carlson
1 0-0 2, Gilbert 7 2-4 16, Adams 0 22 2, Scholtec 4 5-7 13, Fitt 3 2-2 8.
Totals: 25 17-22 67.
;
Fouled out: Scholtec, Fitt. Total
Fouls: GU 22, A-A 31. Halftime:
Georgetown
41, Alaska-Anchorage
31. Attendance-3,600.
Ohio State 47, Georgetown 46
Buckeyes (47): Campbell 5 0-0 10,
Stokes 2 0-0 4, Waiters 2 0-0 4, Taylor 1 0-1 2, Huggins6 1-1 13, Kellogg
4 2-4 10, Conchek 1 0-0 2, Kirchner
0 2-2 2. Totals: 21 5-8 47.
23
Hoyas (46): Kaull 0 0-0 0, Jones 3 00 6, Brown 1 0-0 2, Floyd 3 2-2 8,
Martin 1 0-0 2, E. Smith 1 2-2 4,
Ewing 6 0-1" 12, Hancock 5 0-0 10,
Spriggs 0 2-2 2, Totals: 20 6-9 46.
Total Fouls: OSU 12, GU 13. Halftime: Georgetown 32, Ohio State 23.
Attendance-2,500.

MOTIVATED INDIVIDUALS WANTED TO MARKET
AND COORDINATE DELIVERY ON CAMPUS |

(6°6” forward, Washington, D.C.),
and Troy Webster (6’4” guard, East
Orange, N.J.)
Both Johnny Dawkins and Len
Bias are highly touted prep stars
through their junior year in high
school.
Dawkins,
a left-handed
shooter,
averaged
24
ppg
and
was one of two juniors to make the
Washington Post’s All-Metro team
last winter. This past summer he
was the only high schooler invited
to the National Sports Festival in
Syracuse,
N.Y.
He
played
on

Che New Pork Times

the East squad, coached by John
Thompson,
along
with
current
Hoyas Gene Smith, William Martin,
Anthony Jones, and Patrick Ewing.
Bias,
who
attends Northwestern
H.S.
(Ed
Spriggs’
alma
mater)
averaged 22 points per game and
made second team All-Metro.

FOR

INFORMATION

CALL PAUL LUCIDO AT (212) 556-1311

days

or (609) 667-3875 evenings. Please call collect.

ie

ea

a

hm

play. Mike Hancock continued to
play well as he led the team with 17
points and 6 rebounds. Pat Ewing
also maintained these figures, snapping off his mediocre performance
in the opener. Eric Smith scored 13

Who’s Who in the 81-82 Recruiting Bag

em

x i

ee

their quickness and their effective
running game, jumped out at the
beginning of the contest for an 8-2

advantage.
They
continued
their
domination over GU for the remainder of the match as they never lost
the lead, or for that matter, allow the
Hoyas to come within anything less
than six points during the second
half. After building a ten point lead
at intermission, the Cajuns held on
to win 70-61.
In retrospect, we can excuse this
loss on several grounds. First, Southwest Louisiana went on to take the
title of the tournament with convincing
victories
over Washington
State (73-59) and Marquette (8164). Furthermore, the modest debut
of Freshmen Ewing, Jones, and Martin could possibly be attributed to
nerves due to all of the publicity
and
attention
surrounding
them.
Since the veterans Eric Smith, Eric:
Floyd, and Mike Hancock all scored
in double figures, there apparently
wasn’t much to worry about.
The Hoyas confirmed this hope as
they jumped out to a ten point halftime lead over host Alaska-Anchorage and coasted to a 77-67 decision
in the second round of tournament

ATTENTION. Te
HOYA SEASON
TICKET HOLDERS

i

it

RE

STUDENTS OF
GEORGETOWN, INC.

Ce

Applications for Executive
Positions now available.
Positions: Executive Vice President
Controller
Treasurer
Vice President of Services

Dont MISS THE HOYAS' FIRST CAPITAL
CENTRE GAME AGAINST SAN DIEGO STATE
ON DECEMBER 5th

| YOU

MUST

pick up your

BUS

TICKET AT THE McDONOUGH TICKET
WINDOW BY 1:30 ON FRIDAY,
DECEMBER 4th

General Managers for:
o\/ital Vittles
‘eSaxa Sundries
e Alban Annex

BUSES WILL START LEAVING FOR
GAME AT 11:30. THE LAST BUS WILL LEAVE
AT 12:30.

AD plications due January

22,1982 at 4:00 p.m. in Corp
Office, G- 13 Healy.
“

AND
GET READY FOR THE GAME AT THE
FIRST HOYA PEP RALLY AT 11:00 ON
SATURDAY IN THE PARKING LOT.
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Jones, Ewing Combine for 42 pts In81- 53
Hoya Drubbing of Morgan St. Hoopsters
HOYA Staff Writer

Led

by Anthony Jones and Pat

Ewing, who each scored 21 points,
the Hoyas trounced a small Morgan
State team 81-53, Wednesday night

"at McDonough Arena.

HOYAPHOTO

BY STEVE FABRIZIO

The Hoyas
early’ on the
inside power
which did not
field goal until

gn

Floyd, held to two points in eleven

Staff Writer

The Georgetown men’s and womswim teams, under the guidance
coach Jeff Bryan, fell to visiting
~ American University Tuesday night,
by scores lof 57-42 and 70-58, respectively.
Each
team,
however,
shattered numerous school records
despite their dual loss. GU freshman
Platto set a record in the 200m
individual medly and in the 200m
butterfly while junior transfer Jim

‘team medley.
- The

women’s

squad shattered rec-

ords in both relays while three indiduals also set new marks. The foursome of Nancy Hubbard, Cathy Kent,
Stephanie Sovak, and Lee Ann Stauffer combined with Patti De Groot

and Gigi Dorn in the 200m freestyle
for another
ancy

record

Hubbard

mark.

set

Freshman

individual

rec-

Ewing scored the first

Brown’s disciplined floor leadership),
the Hoyas finished the half leading
Morgan State 31-16.
In the second half the Hoya’s
sloppy defense allowed 37 points by
the Golden Bears, but the offense in-

Men’s Varsity Swim Schedule
Dec. 4°
Dec.

Practice Meet
Montgomery C.C.

8

Howard

U.

7 pm
7:30

pm

Jan. 16
Jan. 20

at Frostburg State
at Loyola College

7 pm
7 pm

Jan. 23

at York College

1 pm

Jan. 30
Feb. 11
Feb. 13

St./Peters
1 pm
Towson State
7 pm
Glassboro State
2 pm
Washington & Lee
Feb. 18 Big East Championships
19 & 20 jat Syracuse University
Women’s Varsity Swimming
Schedule
1
Dec. 9
at Mary
Washington
7 pm
Jan. 20 at Loyola College
7 pm
Jan. 23 at York College
1 pm
Jan. 30 St. Peters
12:30 pm
Hood College
Feb. 11 Towson State
7 pm
Feb. 13 Sweet Briar
College
2 pm

The women’s squad has grown by,
leaps and bounds in progress and experience, While this is only the second year of a distinct women’s team
(last year’s squad ended with only
two swimmers) there are presently°
seventeen on the roster. The women
will compete in a total of nine meets,
mostly
against
local competition,

Bern broke a Hilltop record in the
opening 100m backstroke of the

old.

six points and led the defense with
five blocks.
Jones was no less spectacular,
collecting three steals and scoring on
several breadaways including one sensational slam off his own steal with
8:30 left in the half. Behind Fred

ton next Wednesday, away. Both
squads look forward to an exciting
and competitive season to come,

over 30; years, the 81-82 season is only the third year that the team has
had access to pool facilities, notably
the Yates Field House. Last year, for
instance, 21 all-time university records fell. Tuesday night’s performance against American is indicative of
the prevalent recordbreaking of the
squad. ‘‘This year, the nucleus is
even ' stronger,” Bryan commented.
“We have only one senior, and many
strong freshmen.”

by Laura Farina
HOYA

minutes of play.

minutes

broke out in front
strength of Ewing's
game and a defense
allow a Morgan State
the game was over 9

while the men have 10.
Given that overview.
of the season,
GU
faces more pressing concerns’
within the next few weeks. The men
face Howard next Tuesday while the
: Women's team battle Mary Washing-

ords in the 200m medley, the 100m
backstroke, and the 100m breaststroke. Stauffer shattered old makrs
in the 50m breaststroke and 50m
freestyle,

and

Savak fared eaually as

~ Jeff Bryan, at the helm of both
‘Georgetown squads, has goals much
“unlike that of, for instance, the na-

prominent

basketball

pro-

ment of each swimmer.” And “‘developing” is exactly what the team has
done over the past few years.
: ‘Although there has been a swimming club/team at the Hilltop for

) Pete Meier's

They've. got

everything

a

annual IM Turkey Day festivi-

©

In the four-mile Cross Country Race,

Kevin Crain took first place overall,
~ and first place, male independent, finishing in 21:45. Gina Gianzero and
Jane Shinn shared first place, women’s independent honors, at 32:07. ©
First place, male dorm, went to Rich ~
Forrest,

of

2nd

New

North.

: |

els.

took the Med/Dent/Law

Jay

Forster,

tram

B

tb

aS

e

: S

d

Il
dad

wy

ta n

Crew

laur-

Coach,

In the Turkey Trot, Mike Baker,
Tim Foley, and Rosemary Browne
combined to win first place as the
Baker’s Dozen, thus receiving the 15
1b. turkey (what did they do with it?).
Banshee Bombers, consisting of Julie
Sujack,

J. McArthy,

Wow, did those Hoyettes play a
great first half against the University of Virginia Lady Wahoos. Of
course, college basketball consists of
two

halves;

half which

and

it

did GU

was

i n gs

1. Kevin Crain

the

forward Jill

Division A

Division A

3606+

1

1-3
0-2
0-4

2-0
2-1

Division B
Alpha Tool Alpha

4-0

:

Division C

Del Mastro

2-1

Cadavers
High Speeds

2-1
2-1

String Music
Astiocytes

0-3

Twilight Zone
General Hospital

1-3
0-3

Cosmos Factory

2-0

3-1

The Boys

Got to Love It

4th Darnall

2-2

Cruise Control’

2-1

8th Harbin

2-2

Harmony

1-1

3rd Gear

4th Loyola
1st Copley

1-3
0-4

Bosket Cases
Embarrisin Stains

3-0

1st New South

2nd St. Mary’s
2nd New North

‘4th Copley
4th. Healy

\

Cadavers 11

0-4

3-0

4-0

6th Darnall

3-1

1-1
> !

1st Darnall

|

Perio’s

Iceman
Unlimited Supply

2nd Darnall

Division B

21:45

S, P, Shoot

;

Men’s Dorm

23:44
23:49
24:04
24:12
24:39
24:50

Bad Pelicans
Craig’s Kids

Playeros 11
Blue Devils

Men’s Independent

23:30

0-2

1-1
1-2

Theoush Deol |

23:44

0-2

3rd Darnall
2nd St. Mary’s

0-3

5 Allan Rogers
Rich Forrest
7. Andrew Kreeft
8. Neil McNerney
9. John Trone
'10. Jay Forster

22:12

Hilltoppers

2-1

?

was

1-1

0-3
0-3

Women’s Independent
3-0

:

:

Picture This
Wenches

Division B

Law School

Division A

3-0

Nquintessence

1-1

Amazing Vegematics

3-0

1-3
0-4

Sam’s Dogs
Class Action

3-1
2-1

Bubba’s Bergard
The Hung Jury

0-3
0-3

Men’s Open

2-1

Good Guys

3-0

2-1

Supply and Demand

2-0

Men in Motion

Division A

1-2

Armed Forces

2-1

Slugs

1-2
0-3

Captain Crunch
Pub Brewers

1-2
1-2

Med Bombers
Mad ‘Grads

|

53

Golden Bears (53): Roberts 8
Jenkins 5 5-7 15, Emerson.1
Preston 1 0-0 2, Stevens 2
Gibbs 1 0-0 2, Williams 0
Chin/'1 0-1 2, Simmons 0
Hood
0 0-0 0, Cheeks 0

Burwell

1 0-0

2,

Powell

2-3
1-5
1-2
4-6
0-0
0-0

18,
3,
5,
6,
O,
0,

0 0-0

0.

Totals 20 13-24 51. Fouled out:
Jenkins, Chin. Total Fouls: GU 22
MSU 26. Att.-3,802

Their next contest pits them against
the Maryland Lady Terrapins (Terrapinnettes?),
Saturday,
December
5, at 8 p.m. at McDonough. Wouldn’t
it be nice to fill the gym?--(hint,
hint). Don’t worry, the games are
free and lots of fun.

second

Jerry’s Kids

3rd New South

1st Copley

dinner,

Zeppelin, including Andrew McAllister, Doug Schaefer, Teresa McCann,
and Michele Roemer.
i
Below are the top ten finishers in
the Cross Country race:

4-0
1-0

1-3

2. Robert Rodriguez
4. David Crowe

turkey

home...

State

in, the final score

The Hoyettes won . the opening
tip off and two subsequent jump
balls despite the height advantage
enjoyed
by UVa. Comerford
was
skying, as she blocked four shots
in the first half, Switching defenses
from 2-1-2 zone to man-to-man to
1-2-2 zone and back, the Hilltoppers
had their opponents stymied. At one
point, the Virginians brought the
ball down five times and did not
get off one shot, either throwing it
away, or having it stolen. Their lead
went to 12-6 as Erin Reid (6 pts.)
stole the ball, going all the way for
a layup.

zen

Swanson’s

Centre

Morgan

While the Cavaliers shot but .400
from the field in the first half, it
"was the play of the Georgetown five
which accounted for their six point
lead, 30-24, at the half. GU shot an
even .500 in the first half, with the
triumvirate of K.C. Comerford, (14
pts.) Diane Toliver (14 pts.), and
Maura Gill (10 pts.) leading the way.

3 Gordon Cooke

3rd New North
Sth
Darnall

3rd Loyola

division.

Cap

81

reading 72-57 in favor of U.Va.

Finishing last, thus receiving the fro-

and Tim Wood,

)

~

©

took first place in the Dorm

Women’s Dorm

ura

k

the

‘placed first in the Masters’ division.

|
n

Et
i

David

Crowe

new

in the second half, as opposed to
.37%. In addition, UVa went to the
line 27 times in the second half, converting on 18. GU scored but five of
11 from the line in the second half.
With the loss, the Georgetown
Women’s
basketball record fell to

by Pete Meier
HOYA Staff Writer

2 Res ults From the Great Turkey Day, Complete Basketball Standings
~The

their

Bus tickets must be picked up by
1:30 today...San
Diego State has
been ranked in the top 20 by three
major
pre-season polls...S.D. State
will be returning three double—figure
scorer’s, including former D.C. high
school star Zack Jones... Tickets for
the Jan. 6 game against St. John’s at
Madison
Square
Garden
are now
available at McDonough Arena.

Georgetown

Hoyas (81): Kaull 0:0-0 0, Jones 7
‘7-12 21, V. Smith 0 1-4 1, Brown1
1-4 3, Floyd 1 0-0 2, Martin 5 5-6
15, Blaylock 1 0-0 2 E. Smith 4
0-0 8, Ewing 7 7-10 21, Hancock 0
0-0 0, Blue 3 0-1 6, Spriggs 1 0-1 2.
Totals 30 21-38 81.

UVa. Dumps Lady Hoyas, 72-57

Intramurals News

ties went off in fine fashion last week.

at

it

McKone got hot and never cooled
off. She threw in 20 points, on 8-15
shooting. Teammates Cathy Grimes
(16 pts.), Chrissy Reese (11 pts.),
“and Lyn Anastasio (10 pts.) furthered the Cavalier cause.
;
With ten minutes left, the Wahoos
had shot to a 47-34 lead. Simple arithmetic shows that the bad guys
scored 23 points in the time we
scored 4 points. They controlled the
game to its conclusion.
The Cavs shot 56% from the field

Swim team battling AU this week.

Free Throws: The Hoyas shot 21
for 38 from the line... Tomorrow’s
game will be the first for the’ Hoyas

takes.”
mi
Coach Thompson was not as enthusiastic and complained that the
defense
had
to
‘get
organized
quicker,”
Now 2-2, the Hoyas face a critical
six game homestand which could set
the tone
of the 1980-81
season.

Deadliest of all, Wahoo

HOYAPHOTO

tionally

‘gram here at Georgetown. Whereas
the latter’s emphasis is on winning
‘and striving for the Top 10 nationally, GU’s swim coach stresses that, for
his team, ‘‘the whole idea now is not
‘wins and losses, but only develop-

initely.

. The Hoyettes continued to build
up their lead, to 20-9, with 7:59 to
play. They traded baskets for the
next few minutes, before the embarrisingly small crowd was treated
to a taste of things to come. The
Hoyettes were called for traveling
three
times
in three possessions.

sl in the 50m butterfly.

Look for the slumping Floyd to combine with the increasingly confident
Ewing for a deadly inside-outside
combination worthy of the Hoyas
pre-season expectations.

creased its input behind Anthony
Jones’ 17 second half points. Coach
John Thompson used this game t
give his freshmen some valuable game
experience
before
Saturday’s
San
Diego State game, and the frosh responded by scoring 58 of the Hoyas
81 point. total. Asked if he thought
he had just played a top 20 team
after the game, Morgan State coach
Billy Newton responded, “Yes, def-

Division B

3-0

4-0

Levine

3-0

One-Eyed Hoagies

2-1

2-1
2-2

The Felons
‘Schotlands Raiders

1-2
0-3

HOYAPHOTO

by Jim Sullivan

Women’s

hoopsters vied against Virginia last Wednesday.

On The Bench / John Reagan

Alaska Post -Mortem
Or,

Let’s Get Going, Hoyas
The

road

to

New Orleans

began

last week

in the

icy

tundra

of Alaska.

An unauspicious start, to say the least. To almost everyone’s consternation,
the Hoyamotion Express derailed before it ever got on track in Week One
of the Year of the Hoya. Few expected Washington’s new-found hoop
power to do no less than roar into the Cap Centre tomorrow with an unblemished 4-0 mark, a #5 national ranking; and the beginnings of a hot December streak. Tomorrow's attendants in Landover will see a 2-2 Hoya
the
up and down in their four contests, ranked twentieth only by
team,
good graces of the Associated Press.
Not that they didn’t have their chances. Southwestern Louisiana, Alaska-Anchorage, and Ohio State University (that’s a mouthful) aren’t exactly
Final Four denizens, but it is wise to put the week’s game in perspective.
It wasn’t all THAT bad, was it? Those who have sounded off the most are
those who took the preseason hype most literally. But, even those high up
in the Hoya hoop hierarchy have to be taken a little aback at the'Shootout’s outcome.

Consider Eric Floyd, who after a 9 for 16, 18 point performance against
the Rajin’ Cajuns, shot 16 times for five buckets and 17 points in two
games. Or Eric Smith with 16 points in the opener, and 1 for 3 in the next
two contests. While Mike Hancock and Pat Ewing did play consistent basketball, the Hoyas as a whole just died when it counted the most. When
you lead Ohio State by nine at the half, make only seven baskets in the
next twenty minutes, and lose by one, that’s got to hurt. Especially this
year.
The Shutout, er, Shootout, pointed to two important priorities on which
the Hoyas will need to focus this year: stronger offensive punch and the
slow-down game. With the incredible talent this team, possesses, playing
just above the level of one’s opponents shouldN.t be the gameplan for this
team. No one is calling for a 40 point blowout every time, but a strong ofJ
fense is key to a winning team in the very competitive Big East.
And on the second point, though we are unmistakably the “Heart Attack Hoyas,” Ohio State proved for the umpteenth time that you can’t
always bank on the two minute drill to stave off opponents. Last year’s
games versus Boston College, Seton Hall, GW, American made that point
clear: Let’s hope that such nailbiting finishes don’t cost the Hoyas this
year when they can least afford it. Once is enough.
And so, in tomorrow’s clash against the Aztecs of San Diego State, the
“real season” begins. Between now and Christmas, Georgetown fans will
be witness to an unprecedented six game homestand, featuring St. Leo,
American, George Washington, UNLV, and Western Kentucky, all of
which, (save one), won’t hesitate to capitalize on weaknesses of the Blue
and Gray, miniscule though they might be in comparison.
1 would hope that tomorrow, and at all Cap Centre games, the arena
will be filled with the vociferous echoes of Hoya rooters loyal to the
Don’t worry Hoyas. The “Great” Alaskan Shootout may have been just
what the Hoyas needed after all the hype. Maybe it was a freak accident,
| one we’ll all soon forget when the Hoyas roll into Hartford on March 4th,
Alaska being only an early blotch on an otherwise stellar basketball campaign.
Hopefully.

